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Abstract 
Elevated concentrations of naturally occurring bromide in drinking source waters can 
cause a multitude of water quality problems. When water is disinfected by chlorine, 
bromide is rapidly converted to hypobromous acid (HOBr) which reacts in an 
analogous way to chlorine (HOCl). However, reactions involving HOBr are generally 
several orders of magnitude faster than those of HOCl. In addition, the reactivities of 
brominated DBPs (Br-DBPs) are generally also higher than those of the chlorinated 
analogues (Cl-DBPs), which makes them more physiologically active and more toxic. 
Due to its complex interaction with chlorine, bromide can be considered as a catalyst 
in many of the reactions involving chlorine in drinking water supply systems and 
therefore it effectively increases the rates of many of these reactions. In addition to the 
formation of disinfection by-products, bromide in source water causes water quality 
problems including increased disinfectant loss and higher concentrations of odorous 
brominated compounds. Conversely, the presence of bromide can also be 
advantageous e.g., HOBr can expedite the oxidation of manganese (II) to MnO2 which 
is removed by a filtration process and it can increase the rate of iodide oxidation to 
iodate minimising the formation of toxic I-DBPs. However, Br-DBPs (organic 
bromine), typically measured as adsorbable organic bromine (AOBr), have recently 
been reported as the dominant halogenated species in chlorinated ground- and surface- 
raw waters containing high concentrations of bromide. In addition, during disinfection 
with ozone, bromide can form bromate, a regulated DBP and suspected carcinogen. 
Bromide is oxidised to bromate via a complex series of mechanisms and although its 
formation may be minimised by pH control the avoidance of bromate formation is 
most effective at low bromide concentrations. For the multitude of reasons above, it 
is desirable to remove bromide prior to the final disinfection step. Despite considerable 
efforts to develop new methods for bromide removal from drinking water, high-cost 
reverse osmosis is still the only practical method for producing water with low 
concentrations of bromide ions in finished water. There is, therefore, a requirement 
for a simple and robust method for selective removal of bromide that can be readily 
retrofitted to existing conventional water treatment processes for minimal capital and 
operational cost.  
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Silver-impregnated activated carbon (SIAC) has shown excellent potential as a viable 
alternative to selective removal of bromide during drinking water treatment (Watson 
et al. 2016; Chen et al. 2017). The main focus of this study, therefore, was to 
investigate the capacity of several SIAC adsorbents to remove bromide from drinking 
source waters under realistic conditions. Several factors determining the practicality 
of the use of SIAC for selective removal of bromide were investigated. In Chapter 
Three, a feasibility study was carried to systematically examine SIAC adsorption 
affinity, both for bromide and for natural organic matter (NOM) in synthetic and real 
water matrices. New approaches to minimise silver leaching and studies to gain a 
better understanding of the mechanisms of silver leaching from SIAC are described in 
Chapter Four. In Chapter Five, the observation of a distinguishable difference in 
bromide removal for NOM extracts with various chemical compositions and 
molecular weight distributions is discussed. Chapter Six provides the overall 
conclusions from this thesis which lead to some recommendations for further studies. 
 
The discussion in Chapter Three describes testing of three types of commercially 
available SIAC and one type of granular activated carbon (GAC) without silver 
impregnation for their capacity to remove bromide from samples of both synthetic and 
real water. Comparison of the bromide removal capacities of the different types of 
SIAC and the GAC confirmed previous studies showing that the incorporation of 
silver into the activated carbon matrix is highly efficient in removing bromide, 
although substantial variation was observed between the different materials tested. 
The Norit SIAC, which performed better than the other adsorbents tested, removing 
up to 95% of initial bromide (12.5 μM), was studied in more detail for its capacity to 
adsorb bromide during three consecutive adsorption tests. In the first of three 
consecutive tests, up to 95% of initial bromide was removed, but 40% lower bromide 
removal capacity (15 µmol/g) was observed during the second and third tests. This 
reduction in bromide removal capacity was attributed to the decrease in Ag+ 
incorporated into Norit SIAC that was available react with bromide. Kinetics studies 
revealed more than 66% decrease in dissolved bromide was observed after the first 30 
minutes ([Br‾]t=30min = 4.2 μmol/g) which fitted well with a first-order rate model. As 
the adsorption continued to the second stage (30 – 120 min), the difference 
(overestimation) between model and experimental bromide removal data was 
attributed to the change in intrinsic mechanism (surface co-precipitation) and the 
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consequent reduction of available adsorption sites in SIAC. To assess the impact of 
dissolved organic matter (DOC) on the bromide removal capacity of Norit SIAC, 
tannic and gallic acid organic model compounds (3.6 mgC/L) and various 
concentrations of Suwannee River Humic (SRHA) and Fulvic (SRFA) acids (1, 2 and 
4 mgC/L) were added to water containing bromide. Results showed that the rate of 
bromide removal in the control, in the absence of organic matter, was faster within the 
first 30 minutes compared to samples that contained dissolved organics. Overall, this 
study showed that the presence of organic compounds altered the removal of bromide, 
such that the kinetics of removal were slower, but that the overall bromide removal 
capacity remained unchanged after agitating for a longer contact time (180 minutes). 
 
Chapter Four focused on the evaluation of one type of commercially available SIAC 
for its ability to remove bromide while minimising silver leaching from the material. 
Both synthetic and real water matrices were tested. The study results suggested that 
the extent of silver incorporation is not the only factor determining the efficiency of 
SIAC for bromide removal applications. Depending on solution pH, it was found that 
changing the surface charge properties of SIAC, as measured by the point of zero 
charge pH (pHPZC), can also result in additional bromide removal while minimising 
the extent of silver leaching. In fact, increasing the solution pH would reduce the 
negative surface charge and at a high pH silver leaching is minimised. Therefore, to 
mitigate silver leaching, the SIAC was preconditioned at high pH (pH 10.4). To better 
understand the mechanism of silver leaching from the SIAC, eight preconditioning 
environments, i.e. variable pH and ionic strength (IS) were tested for a fixed amount 
of SIAC and two preconditioning environments were selected for a more detailed 
investigation. Experiments carried out in synthetic water showed that preconditioning 
at pH 10.4 did not deteriorate the capacity of SIAC to remove bromide, but 
significantly decreased the release of silver in the form of ionic silver (Ag+), silver 
bromide (AgBr) and silver chloride (AgCl) from 40% for the pristine to 3% for the 
treated SIAC. Due to its superior silver leaching properties, these results suggested 
that preconditioned SIAC has the potential to be an effective method for bromide 
removal with minimised silver leaching from drinking source water in a long-term 
field application. 
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Experiments discussed in Chapter Five were carried out to further investigate the 
apparently conflicting hypotheses regarding the interpretation of NOM effects on the 
bromide removal capacity of silver-impregnated adsorbents. Previous studies had 
reported a reduced bromide removal efficiency from surface waters containing 3.4 and 
1.4 mgC/L of NOM due to blockage of pores, caused by the physisorption of the 
smaller fractions of NOM, along with a direct complexation interaction of negatively 
charged NOM molecules with Ag+ sites. Another study showed that the presence of 
12 mgC/L of Suwannee River NOM (SRNOM) did not significantly deteriorate the 
bromide removal efficiency of SIAC, where the bromide removal was above 90% 
across the sample matrices. The dominant mechanism for interplaying of NOM and 
SIAC were then explained by hydrophobic interactions between them, while the 
interactions of hydrophilic sites of NOM molecules with the Ag+ sites appearing to be 
unimportant.  
 
These apparently conflicting outcomes on the impact of NOM on the bromide removal 
capacity of silver-impregnated activated carbon were therefore further investigated. 
For this purpose, a commercially available SIAC was used to evaluate the impact of 
various NOM extracts with different physiochemical characteristics (2.51 ≤ SUVA254 
≤ 5.16) on the extent of bromide removal. For all types of NOM extracts, increasing 
the SIAC dosage from 0.5 to 2 g/L significantly improved both the bromide and NOM 
removal. This could be due to the increase of available active sites on the SIAC that 
reacted with both bromide and NOM molecules. All types of NOM extracts were 
shown to reduce the bromide removal through SIAC, but a distinguishable difference 
was observed in terms of the effect of each NOM extract on bromide removal. The 
chemical composition of NOM appeared to play an important role, e.g. sulphur–rich 
NOM more significantly decreased bromide removal efficiency, whereas NOM 
removal was improved. Additionally, nitrogen-rich NOM with high affinity towards 
Ag+ sites on SIAC resulted in the highest extent of silver leaching into solution. The 
findings obtained from studies using NOM extracts were supported by experiments 
using small model compounds including glycine (nitrogen-rich), thioglycolic acid 
(sulphur–rich) and sodium propionate (control). The presence of thioglycolic acid 
lowered the bromide removal efficiency from above 95% to 60%, possibly due to the 
inactivation of SIAC adsorption sites by direct complexation Ag+ with electron 
donating sulfhydryl groups. In contrast, the presence of glycine did not significantly 
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reduce the bromide removal capacity, but the extent of silver leaching was increased. 
The solubility of silver bromide (5.2 × 10‒13) is significantly lower than that of silver-
glycine (1.28 × 10 –7) and therefore, the anion exchange of glycine for bromide is 
expected to occur. As a result, an alternative bromide removal pathway can be 
considered through glycine complexation dissolution of Ag+ followed by the bromide-
glycine anion exchange reaction. These experiments suggested that in addition to 
physical characteristics of NOM (e.g. SUVA254), its chemical composition also plays 
an important role in controlling the extent of bromide removal and silver leaching of 
SIAC. 
 
This thesis sheds light on some of the challenges in the practical implementation of 
selective removal of bromide during water treatment, prior to final disinfection. The 
detailed results of SIAC silver leaching stability suggest that commercially available 
SIAC may not necessarily be directly applicable for bromide removal applications. 
However, it was shown that this can be remedied to some extent by preconditioning 
the SIAC prior to use in order to minimise the extent of silver leaching into solution. 
The study also showed that NOM with high affinity for Ag+ (e.g. NOM rich in some 
sulphur or/and nitrogen functionalities) can have different effects on bromide and 
NOM removal of SIAC. NOM with nitrogen functionalities potentially can increase 
the extent of silver leaching while bromide removal remained almost unchanged. In 
the case of NOM with elevated sulphur content, a higher adsorption affinity towards 
SIAC was observed which consequently resulted in decreases in both the extent of 
bromide removal and silver leaching from SIAC. In addition, the SUVA254 value 
indicating the extent of aromaticity in NOM molecules, was found to be an important 
factor affecting the performance of SIAC. The study suggested that SIAC has lower 
affinity for the adsorption of aromatic (hydrophobic) fractions of NOM, whereas 
NOM fractions with lower aromaticity and greater hydrophilic character have higher 
binding capacities and affinities for Ag+ sites in SIAC. The outcomes of this research 
can be advantageous for the water industry in terms of reducing bromide-related 
aesthetic problems (tastes and odours and manganese-related discoloured water 
events) as well as Br-DBP concentrations. The present study contributes to the current 
knowledge on the use of SIAC to remove bromide from drinking water. This process 
has potential to provide the opportunity to use source waters that are presently not 
utilisable (e.g. due to excessive DBP formation) and to potentially be rendered potable. 
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In general, the application of low cost methods for minimisation of bromide will lead 
to decreased formation of disinfection by-products and better control of disinfectant 
residuals, improving risk management for water utilities.  
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background and Objectives 
Production and distribution of safe, clean and high quality potable water is crucial for 
prevention of waterborne disease. For successful implementation of this goal, a variety 
of drinking water treatments are used, with the method of choice dependent upon 
characteristics of the source water and the water quality requirements for the end-use 
of the water. Figure 1-1 shows a schematic of the process undertaken at a conventional 
water treatment plant.        
FiltrationFlocculation
Sedimentation
Coagulation
Disinfection
Raw Water
Treated Water
(?)
 
Figure 1-1: A schematic illustration of a conventional water treatment plant 
 
Water entering the treatment plant is subjected to coagulation and flocculation 
processes in which the negatively charged particles present are converted to neutral 
flocs upon the addition of positive ions such as aluminium and ferric salts (Bratby 
2016). Polyelectrolyte assists the flocculation process and the precipitated flocs are 
removed via sedimentation basins and sand filtration. An additional size exclusion 
membrane filtration step (not shown in Figure 1-1) is also considered in some water 
treatment plants for the further separation of particulates from water. Prior to the water 
entering the distribution system, it is disinfected to remove pathogens using processes 
such as chlorination (Cl2) (Friberg 1956), chloramination (NH2Cl) (Brodtmann et al. 
1979), chlorine dioxide (ClO2) (Benarde et al. 1965) ozonation (O3) (Haag et al. 
1983), ultraviolet (UV), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), O3/H2O2, O3/UV and UV/H2O2 
(Glaze et al. 1987). Recent research, however, has demonstrated that the overall 
disinfection is substantially affected by the coexistence of some species, in particular 
bromide (Heeb et al. 2014). As shown in Figure 1-2, reaction of some oxidants with 
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both bromide and natural organic matter (NOM) results in the formation of toxic 
chlorinated (ClO2¯, ClO3¯ and organic chlorinated compounds) and brominated 
(HOBr, BrO¯, BrO2¯, BrO3¯ and organic brominated) disinfection by-products 
(DBPs) (Krasner et al. 2006).  
 
 
Figure 1-2: An illustration of drinking water disinfection methods and disinfection 
by-products formed 
 
Therefore, further studies need to focus on effective strategies for the removal of DBP 
precursors (halides and NOM) prior to the application of disinfection processes 
(Sedlak et al. 2011). This proposed sidestep is distinguished in Figure 1-1 with dotted 
lines and a question mark.  
 
There have been major advances in dealing with NOM removal from drinking water 
(Zularisam et al. 2006; Matilainen and Sillanpää 2010; Matilainen et al. 2010; Qi et 
al. 2012), but progress on halide minimisation has been very limited, specifically in 
the case of bromide (Watson et al. 2012). Thus, following short review summarise the 
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available techniques for the uptake of bromide from aqueous systems.  
Bromide has long been problematic during the disinfection of drinking water resources 
and it is therefore desirable to remove this halide prior to the disinfection step. Pressure 
driven membrane processes such as reverse osmosis (RO) and nanofiltration (NF) 
have become the most common commercially available methods which can 
effectively remove halides and NOM simultaneously up to 99.8% (Harrison et al. 
2007; Bartels et al. 2009). However, membranes have disadvantages including 
susceptibility to fouling and scaling, high energy consumption, short lifespan and 
costly pretreatment processes. These shortcomings, and the fact that these membrane 
processes actually treat water to a much higher purity than required (i.e. the processes 
also remove many substances that don’t need to be removed), have led to research to 
develop alternative selective methods for removal of bromide. Recent studies 
investigating the different processes applied for the selective removal of bromide from 
the drinking water resources fall into two main categories: electrochemical (Sata 2000; 
Kimbrough et al. 2002; Wiśniewski et al. 2011; Łakomska et al. 2013) and adsorption 
techniques (Chitrakar et al. 2008; Chubar 2011; Chubar et al. 2005; Echigo et al. 2007; 
Gong et al. 2013; Lv et al. 2008; Sánchez-Polo et al. 2006, 2007).  
 
Electrochemistry has widely been examined for the removal of bromide from drinking 
water sources using various techniques such as electrolysis, electrodialysis (ED), 
electrodialysis reversal (EDR), capacitive deionization (CDI) and membrane 
capacitive deionization (MCDI). Electrolysis uses direct electrical current (DC) to 
generate a chemical reaction (Hale 1918). This process was first employed by 
Kimbrough and Suffet (2002) for the removal of bromide from drinking water 
(Kimbrough et al. 2002). The procedure begins with the oxidation of bromide to a 
mixture of oxidation products such as HOBr, BrO¯ and bromine gas then continues to 
the degassing step where the solution is purged with the carbon dioxide. The principle 
is that carbon dioxide purging results in a decrease in pH which converts BrO¯ to the 
more volatile HOBr and Br2 gas (Kimbrough et al. 2002). Despite the potential of the 
electrolysis method for bromide removal on a bench-scale, its capacity for scale-up 
has yet to be examined. 
 
ED and EDR are membrane-based deionization processes in which a low voltage DC 
is applied to the solution, which causes the flow of ions through oppositely charged 
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permselective ion-exchange membranes. The major advantage of EDR over the 
conventional ED process is reduced fouling and cleaning of the membrane surface 
from accumulated species simply through reversing the electrode polarity at regular 
intervals (Katz 1982). A limited number of ED and EDR case studies investigating 
bromide removal from water have recently been published. Banasiak and Schäfer 
reported on approximately 100% removal of bromide ions from a bore water in a lab-
scale containing high concentrations of bromide ions (   ̴ 10 mg/L) using the EDR 
method where water samples were sourced from northwest of Alice Springs, Northern 
Territory, Australia (Banasiak et al. 2009). Valero and Arbós (2010) carried out a long-
term pilot plan study of EDR by adding up a sidestep EDR to a conventional 
desalination plant (Valero et al. 2010). They reached a value of 75% bromide removal 
after a period of 28 months, where source water with a moderate initial concentration 
of bromide (0.5  ̶1.2 mg/L) was in use. ED/EDR processes have several advantages 
over other membrane processes such as minimal need for pretreatment, higher water 
recovery ratio and longer lifespan than RO and NF, but their application is still limited 
due to the high capital cost and high energy consumption (Strathmann 2010). 
Additionally, these processes are not selective because they overtreat (remove other 
ions that don’t need to be removed) and the water also needs to be re-buffered (e.g. by 
the addition of CaCO3) after treatment, resulting in the use of extra resources and 
energy. The other main drawback of ED/EDR techniques are their inefficiency to 
remove uncharged natural organic molecules, unlike RO and NF processes (Watson 
et al. 2012).  
 
CDI is an electrosorption process which is based on adsorption of charged species 
onto porous electrodes (e.g. carbon aerogel) under the driving force of an electric field 
(Gabelich et al. 2002). Promising results from this process have been reported by 
Welgemoed and Schutte using an industrial module for bromide removal from 
drinking water (Welgemoed et al. 2005). Although they could successfully remove 
bromide up to 86% in a synthetic water matrix, the bromide removal efficiency 
decreased to 62% with the use of a real water sample. They concluded that CDI has 
the potential to replace conventional desalination methods while further 
complementary studies are still required to improve the electrode sorption capacity. 
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The MCDI process is an emerging technology which improves the efficiency of the 
CDI process (Andelman et al. 2004) by increasing the ion selectivity using ion-
exchange membranes attached onto the surface of the electrodes (Biesheuvel et al. 
2010). However, this process has yet to be employed for bromide removal and its 
potential application for this purpose is unknown.   
 
Surface adsorption techniques are widely applied in drinking water treatment, 
normally as a complementary pre- and/or post-treatment step (Ali et al. 2006; Watson 
et al. 2012). Ion-exchange resins (Echigo et al. 2007; Hsu et al. 2010), aluminum 
chloride salt (Ge et al. 2007, 2008), mixed metal hydrous oxides (Chubar et al. 2005; 
Chubar 2011) and layered double hydroxides (Echigo et al. 2007; Chitrakar et al. 
2008; Lv et al. 2008) have been proposed as adsorbents for bromide removal. 
Although carbonaceous materials have conventionally been effective for the sorption 
of a wide range of contaminants, most published research shows that they have low 
selectivity for bromide uptake from an aqueous media. To overcome this issue, some 
researchers have proposed silver impregnation in order to modify the active sites on 
the surfaces of a variety of adsorbents. For example silver-doped aerogels and silver-
activated carbon aerogels (Sánchez-Polo et al. 2006, 2007) and very recently silver-
loaded carbon spheres (Gong et al. 2013) were synthesized and tested using bromide 
containing feedstock. A brief summary of the feasibility assessment of all adsorbents 
applied to remove bromide is outlined in the following. 
 
Aluminum chloride (AlCl3. 6H2O) was first applied by Ge and Zhu as a coagulant for 
the removal of bromide from drinking water (Ge et al. 2007). Their adsorption study 
results are interpreted as follows: depending on the presence of NOM and other 
coexisting anions, the bromide removal efficiency varied between 98.8% and 43.5% 
in cases where the adsorbent dosage was fixed at 7 mg/L. The authors concluded that 
the effectiveness of aluminium coagulation for the removal of bromide deteriorated 
with increasing concentrations of organic and inorganic coexisting anions.  
 
Chubar and colleagues investigated new inorganic ion-exchangers based on Mg–Al 
and Fe–Al hydrous oxides used for the adsorption of halides from solution (Chubar et 
al. 2005; Chubar 2011). Ion-exchange resins are among the most frequently used 
adsorbent for reducing the concentration of either halides or NOM. Singer and 
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colleagues extensively studied the viability of magnetic ion-exchange resin (MIEX®) 
in removing NOM and bromide in the presence of competitive anions in drinking 
water (Boyer et al. 2005; Hsu et al. 2010). They showed that there was a high removal 
capacity of MIEX resins for NOM and good bromide uptake by virgin resin. However, 
bromide uptake by used resin in the presence of NOM was generally too low to be 
practical.  
 
Echigo et al. (2007) examined another type of commercially available ion-exchange 
resin (Diaion SA10A) in a comparative study with two types of synthesized layered 
double hydroxides (LDHs) (Echigo et al. 2007). Although carbonate/bicarbonate 
anions significantly decreased the effectiveness of bromide removal by both types of 
ion-exchangers, LDH materials functioned more efficiently than ion exchange resin 
with respect to bromide uptake in the presence of NOM. Many studies in the literature 
suggest LDHs as an appropriate adsorbent for aquatic systems. Figure 1-3 depicts a 
schematic of general LDH anionic clays which have the general formula, [Mz+1 ̶ x M3+x 
(OH)2]ɀ+ (Xn ̶ ɀ/n).mH2O where z could be either 1 (Li+) or 2 (Mg2+, Zn2+ and Ni2+) 
and M3+ = Al3+ and Fe3+.  
 
Figure 1-3: Schematic structure of LDHs 
 
These layered materials have recently received considerable attention for their 
promising textural and chemical properties in water treatment. Good thermal and 
chemical stability, a flexible interlayer region with high anion exchangeability and 
high uptake capacity even with apparently low specific surface area are significant 
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features of LDHs, making them highly selective sorbents in removing organic and 
inorganic anions from contaminated waters. Investigations on the sorption affinity of 
LDHs for halides have shown that these materials have high potential to target a 
particular anion in solution (Lv et al. 2008; Zhou et al. 2011). However, further 
fundamental studies need to be carried out to systematically identify the factors 
controlling the anion selectivity mechanism and to determine the viability of LDHs 
for selective bromide removal. 
 
Hydrogels and xerogels were also found to have capacity for the sorption of both 
bromide and bromate (BrO3‾), the main by-product during ozonation. Their 
selectivity, however, appeared to be very inconsistent as the bromide removal varied 
substantially from 80% to 9%. Additionally, all adsorption studies were carried out in 
solutions containing 120 and 200 mg/L bromide which is extremely high compared to 
the typical bromide concentrations in drinking water plants (<1 mg/L). Silver-doped 
aerogels are the first carbonaceous materials successfully assessed for bromide 
removal (Sánchez-Polo et al. 2006, 2007). The results of this research appeared to be 
promising not only due to the high bromide uptake capacity, but the proposed 
regeneration process through ammonia solution showed an approximately 100% 
recovery capacity in three replicates. Further improvement in efficiency was achieved 
by activation of silver-doped aerogels and silver-activated carbon aerogels in a later 
study (Sánchez-Polo et al. 2007). Gong et al. (2013) conducted a study on similar 
materials, preparing highly porous carbon spheres (SBET > 921.3 m2/g) but the highest 
bromide removal was only 30% (Gong et al. 2013). However, after loading the carbon 
spheres with silver nanoparticles the adsorption results significantly increased to just 
over 90%.  
 
There are, however, some concerns over silver-assisted materials regarding the 
leaching of silver from the silver halide interface into the bulk solution, leading to 
contamination of the treated water with traces of silver. Furthermore, silver-carbon 
adsorbents have been shown to be highly efficient while in contact only with bromide 
solution without considering the effect of competitive coexisting anions and NOM. It 
is possible that the porous carbon materials and aerogels would be subject to greater 
interference in halide removal as they have a relatively high affinity to NOM, due to 
their organic based structure. In this thesis, the detailed studies of SIAC silver leaching 
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stability suggest that commercially available SIAC may not necessarily be directly 
applicable for bromide removal applications. It was shown that this can be remedied 
to some extent by preconditioning the SIAC prior to use in order to minimise the extent 
of silver leaching into solution.  
 
Therefore, the factors that were studied in the consideration of silver-incorporated 
adsorbents for selective removal of bromide, included (a) leaching of silver from the 
adsorbent into the treated water (b) the kinetics of bromide adsorption and; (c) the 
impact of competing species such as anions and dissolved organic matter. 
 
1.2 Thesis Overview 
This thesis is presented in six chapters. The body of the thesis includes Chapter Two 
to Five and each chapter consists of a summary of the main subject of the chapter 
followed by a short introduction and experimental approach. Therefore, some minor 
repetition of background and method information is occurred.  
 
The main body of this thesis commences with Chapter Two which presents a review 
of available approaches for the removal of bromide from synthetic and real water 
matrices. This chapter concludes by identifying the research gaps as the starting point 
for the further studies in the following chapters.  
 
The main objective of Chapter Three was to better understand the mechanisms of 
silver leaching from SIAC under typical water treatment conditions in order to develop 
approaches to minimise silver leaching during bromide removal applications. For this 
purpose, several factors that govern the practicalities of the use of SIAC for bromide 
removal, including the kinetics of bromide adsorption and, in particular, the leaching 
of silver from the SIAC into the treated water, were investigated. The SIAC was first 
conditioned, in order to modify its surface properties (e.g. reduce silver leaching) 
based on the SIAC point of zero charge pH. Then, the reaction pathways of the silver 
and bromide reactions were determined in both pristine and conditioned SIAC. In the 
last step, the bromide removal and silver leaching efficiency and silver leaching 
properties of SIAC were examined in a real water sample to identify the most 
important interferences from components of a natural water matrix. 
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In Chapter Four, the potential of three types of commercially available SIAC and one 
type of GAC, without silver impregnation, to reliably remove bromide to low levels 
(up to 10 µg/L) were investigated. Norit SIAC which had the highest performance was 
then considered for further evaluation of its Br‾ removal and silver leaching properties 
in the presence and the absence of two natural organic matter (NOM) isolates, 
Suwannee River Humic Acid and Suwannee River Fulvic Acid. In addition, due to the 
complexity of NOM mixture, tannic acid (TA) and gallic acid (GA) as NOM 
surrogates were chosen to systematically examine their adsorption and to determine 
their interfering effects on Norit SIAC. Finally, a raw water sample collected from a 
drinking water source in Western Australia was used to assess the bromide removal 
capacity of Norit SIAC. 
 
Due to the high affinity of NOM molecules towards metallic and dissolved silver, it 
was expected that NOM would impact both the bromide removal efficiency of SIAC, 
as well as the silver leaching characteristics. Therefore, in Chapter Five, the main 
objectives were to examine the effect of NOM isolates with various characteristics on 
the extent of bromide removal and silver leaching by a commercially available SIAC. 
It was found that the NOM character significantly affected both bromide removal and 
silver leaching, with the NOM isolates that contained higher concentrations of sulphur 
and nitrogen having the greatest impact. These findings were confirmed using simple 
organic model compounds representing the major classes of NOM used in our 
experiments. The study showed the importance of NOM chemical composition in its 
influence on the performance of SIAC in bromide removal applications. 
 
Chapter Six provides the overall conclusions from this thesis followed by a discussion 
of recommendations for further research. 
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2.1 Introduction 
Naturally occurring bromide (Br‾) is known to be problematic during the final 
disinfection step of drinking water treatment (Heeb et al. 2014). Depending on the 
geochemistry of the materials in which the water has come into contact, the bromide 
concentrations may vary (Magazinovic et al. 2004). Many drinking water sources in 
Australia, particularly those in Western Australia, contain elevated concentrations of 
bromide by world standards (Gruchlik et al. 2015). Based on previously reported 
classifications, the bromide concentration in natural drinking water supplies can be 
qualitatively categorised within three risk classes: low (less than 60 μg/L ), moderate 
(ranging from 60 – 500 μg/L) and high (above 500 μg/L) (Ates et al. 2007). A recent 
local study reported that drinking water sources supplying Perth, the capital city of 
Western Australia,  contain considerably high concentrations of bromide (Table 2-1) 
(Gruchlik et al. 2015). This table indicates that the bromide concentrations were found 
to range from 400 μg/L to 8450, where no low risk region for bromide concentration 
was identified in this survey. 
 
Although water extracted from these sources can be blended to decrease the overall 
bromide concentrations, this would not be practical in some regional sources where 
concentrations of bromide in distributed water can exceed 800 μg/L. Treatment and 
distribution of drinking water containing these high bromide concentrations creates 
numerous difficulties for water utilities. In bromide-containing water treated with 
chlorine for the purposes of disinfection, bromide is rapidly converted to 
hypobromous acid (HOBr) (Kumar et al. 1987), which reacts in an analogous way to 
chlorine (HOCl), except that reactions involving HOBr are generally several orders of 
magnitude faster than those of HOCl (Criquet et al. 2012, 2015). Hence, the formation 
of potentially toxic halogenated disinfection by-products (DBPs) is substantially 
accelerated and accentuated in chlorinated waters containing bromide. In fact, 
bromide expedites the chlorine decay in drinking water supply systems. It was also 
found that the reactivity of brominated compounds are higher than their chlorinated 
analogous. This means that these compounds tend to be more physiologically active 
and therefore have both higher toxicities than their chlorinated analogues and are also 
more organoleptically potent (Flury et al. 1993). In addition to the formation of 
organic DBPs, bromate (BrO3‾), another possible human carcinogen, is formed from 
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bromide when ozone (O3) is used as the disinfectant (Haag et al. 1983; von Gunten et 
al. 1994, 1998).  
 
Table 2-1: Concentrations of bromide and their corresponding risk class in some 
Western Australian raw source waters (GW = groundwater; GWTP = groundwater 
treatment plant; SW= surface water)(Gruchlik et al. 2015). 
Sample [Br‾] (μg/L) Bromide Risk class 
North-West Coastal GW  8455 High 
Great Southern SW1  847 High 
South-East GW  754 High 
North-West SW  448 Moderate 
South-West SW  400 Moderate 
Perth Metro GWTP raw water  743 High 
Mid-West eastern GW bore  1460 High 
Goldfields GW bore 1  977 High 
Goldfields GW bore 2  1385 High 
Goldfields GW bore 3  817 High 
Goldfields GW bore 4  868 High 
Goldfields GW bore 5  717 High 
Perth South Coastal GW bore 1 1483 High 
Perth South Coastal GW bore 2  479 Moderate 
Perth South Coastal GW bore 3  1307 High 
Great Southern SW2  561 Moderate 
Mid-West western GW bore 1  2249 High 
Mid-West western GW bore 2  1908 High 
Mid-West western GW bore 3  2807 High 
Perth Northern GW bore  567 Moderate 
Perth Metro artesian GW  2261 High 
 
There is therefore a requirement for a simple and robust method for selective removal 
of bromide that can be readily retrofitted to existing conventional water treatment 
processes for minimal capital and operational cost. A recent study reviewed several 
types of adsorbents which have been investigated for their capacity to remove bromide 
from drinking source waters (Watson et al. 2012). Due to the high affinity of halide 
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ions towards silver, recent research has shown materials which incorporate silver, 
often within a carbon matrix (e.g. silver-impregnated activated carbon, silver-doped 
carbon aerogels), can also be a promising alternative for the removal of halides from 
water (Sánchez-Polo et al. 2006; Watson et al. 2016). 
 
Silver ions (Ag+) and silver metals (Ag0) have long been known for their superior 
antibacterial and biocidal properties in water-related applications. Silver ions derived 
from silver salts (AgNO3, AgCl), or produced electrolytically, have been investigated 
for their potential for use as a secondary disinfectant (to reduce levels of chlorine 
required) in drinking-water supplies (Hwang et al. 2007; Huang et al. 2008; Pathak et 
al. 2012). Following a review of the literature, Ag+ has demonstrated efficacy to 
mitigate biofilm formation in drinking-water distribution systems (Silvestry-
Rodriguez et al. 2008). It was also found that Ag+ can reduce the level of chlorine as 
a secondary disinfectant (Silvestry-Rodriguez et al. 2007), consequently improving 
the disinfection of groundwater, wastewater (Cunningham et al. 2008) and the 
rainwater runoff collected from rooftop harvested rainwater supplies (Nawaz et al. 
2012). In combination with copper, the copper/silver ionization process was found to 
be beneficial for the disinfection of hospital water systems (Cachafeiro et al. 2007) 
and swimming pool water (Landeen et al. 1989).  
 
The potential of silver metals commonly used in the form of nanosized Ag0, known as 
silver nanoparticles (AgNPs), for drinking-water disinfection is currently being 
extensively explored, principally in conjunction with a substrate to ensure the AgNPs 
are fixed on the support material. In order to better facilitate the application of AgNPs, 
a number of media or matrices are reported in the literature as the AgNPs substrate. 
Polyurethane foam coated with citrate-stabilised AgNPs (Jain et al. 2005) and  AgNP-
impregnated fibreglass (Nangmenyi et al. 2009), were reported to be promising as an 
antibacterial surface coating. AgNP-impregnated ceramic filters (Baumgartner et al. 
2007; Lv et al. 2009; Brown et al. 2010), silver-containing polymeric microsphere 
beads (Gangadharan et al. 2010), AgNP-coated polypropylene filters (Heidarpour et 
al. 2011), AgNP-impregnated papers (Dankovich et al. 2011), AgNP-deposited 
zeolites (Mpenyana-Monyatsi et al. 2012), AgNP-alginate composites (Lin et al. 
2013), were found beneficial for the bacterial removal in point-of-use water treatment. 
AgNP-treated cryogels (Loo et al. 2013) and biogenic AgNPs, where bacteria are used 
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as reducing agents for the production of nanosized Ag0, are widely studied for their 
superior antibacterial properties in water and wastewater treatment applications.  
 
Two possible bacterial removal pathways that are commonly reported are: (a) the 
bacteria are killed by Ag+ released from the substrate (bacteriocidal impact) (Xiu et 
al. 2011; Li et al. 2012); and/or (b) the bacteria flowing from the substrate are 
contaminated with silver which prevents their subsequent growth (bacteriostatic 
impact) (Sondi et al. 2004; Morones et al. 2005). Though Ag+ is effective in killing 
pathogenic bacteria, silver also has a strong capacity for the precipitation of halides in 
solution. Therefore, a form of silver that is immobilised, for example within a filter 
medium, would be promising for the simultaneous removal of undesirable bromide, 
where the presence of silver can additionally mitigate bacterial mass growth on the 
surface of adsorbent. This Chapter reviews the current knowledge of selective bromide 
removal methods using silver-incorporated materials in water treatment applications. 
 
2.2 Review of Current Research 
2.2.1 Silver-Doped Carbon Aerogels (Ag-aerogels) 
The first study on the feasibility of application of silver-incorporated materials for the 
removal of bromide from drinking water sources was conducted by von Gunten and 
Sánchez-Polo (Sánchez-Polo et al. 2006, 2007). They thoroughly studied the 
effectiveness of silver-doped carbon aerogels (Ag-aerogels) for the removal of 
bromide (and iodide) from water samples in batch and column systems (Table 2-2). 
Ag-aerogels with different pore textures and surface characteristics were successfully 
fabricated by dissolving the silver salt in a sol-gel process. The maximum adsorption 
capacity for bromide was 3.01 μmol/g, using pristine silver-doped carbon aerogel (A-
Ag-15). However, in order to further increase the adsorption capacity, Ag-Aerogels 
were post-treated at various drying and curing conditions. It was found that 
carbonisation (pyrolysis) and activation (high-temperature oxidation) post-treatment 
increased the bromide removal capacity from 3.01 to 5.78 μmol/g. By comparing the 
point of zero charge pH (pHPZC) values before and after both of the post-treatment 
methods, it was then hypothesised that the increase in the basicity of the Ag-Aerogel 
surface can be the main factor causing 92% increase in bromide removal capacity. 
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This study also examined the efficiency of bromide removal in the presence of NOM 
and chloride in two surface water samples. They reported that the Ag-Aerogels can 
still remove bromide, but to a lower extent, in the presence of NOM and competing 
anions. The decrease in bromide removal capacity was correlated to blocking of pores 
by negatively charged NOM molecules that could compete for available silver sites.  
 
A further 35% decrease in bromide removal capacity was also reported where chloride 
was at higher concentrations than bromide in water samples. They concluded that the 
reduced bromide removal capacity can be a result of NOM molecules blocking the 
aerogel pores, as well as the presence of competing anions for silver sites on Ag-
Aerogels. However, they did not distinguish the impact of chloride from the impact of 
NOM since the selected natural water had both constituents, and thus the individual 
contributions of NOM and chloride to the reduction in bromide removal capacities 
was unclear (Sánchez-Polo et al. 2006, 2007). 
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Table 2-2: Physiochemical characteristics and bromide removal capacities of Ag-aerogels (Sánchez-Polo et al., 2006, 2007) 
Ag-
Aerogel 
types 
[Ag]0 in Ag-
Aerogel (μmol/g) 
Br‾ removal 
capacity 
(μmol/g) 
Initial 
pH pHPZC 
Post-
treatment 
method 
Adsorption study 
method Water type 
A-A 1020 4.68 6.5 - 7 9.5 Carbonisation Dynamic/Column Lake Zürich (Switzerland) 
A-C 927 5.78 6.5 - 7 6.8 Carbonisation/Activation Dynamic/Column 
Lake Zürich 
(Switzerland) 
A-Ag-15 927 3.01 6.5 - 7 4.5 Pristine Dynamic/Column Lake Zürich (Switzerland) 
A-Ag-15 927 3.01 6.5 - 7 4.5 Pristine Static/Batch Synthetic water 
A-Ag-15 927 1.91 6.5 - 7 4.5 Pristine Static/Batch Synthetic water 
A-Ag-15 927 2.44 6.5 - 7 4.5 Pristine Static/Batch Lake Zürich (Switzerland) 
A-Ag-15 927 2.04 6.5 - 7 4.5 Pristine Static/Batch Lake Greinfensee (Switzerland) 
A-Ag-50 556 1.58 6.5 - 7 4.3 Pristine Static/Batch Synthetic water 
A-Ag-200 371 0.83 6.5 - 7 4.2 Pristine Static/Batch Synthetic water 
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Von Gunten and colleagues also examined the regeneration of exhausted Ag-Aerogels 
using ammonia solution (Sánchez-Polo et al. 2006). According to Equation 2.1, the 
excess ammonia can regenerate the immobilised silver-halide precipitates to form 
silver–ammonia complexes so that the  adsorption sites are converted from Ag+ to 
Ag(NH3)+ (Sánchez-Polo et al. 2006).  AgX + 2NH3 ⇌ Ag(NH3)2 + X−  (X‾: halide)   (2.1) 
 
After three consecutive adsorption/regeneration cycles, a relatively high removal 
efficiency of bromide from synthetic water (60 – 71%) and also a moderate bromide 
removal efficiency from natural surface water (31 – 56%) were achieved. In addition, 
the adsorption/regeneration experiments showed that there was no leaching of the 
organic polymer precursors in the aerogel and the concentration of the silver 
adsorption sites was not significantly reduced after two adsorption/regeneration 
cycles. However, one of the drawbacks of the Ag-Aerogels is the low ratio of bromide 
removal capacity and the fraction of incorporated silver within the aerogel. Therefore, 
this aspect needs to be improved and further research is required to synthesise 
materials with a higher Ag fraction. These studies suggested the need for further 
research and development to lower the cost of Ag-Aerogel production so that it can be 
integrated into large-scale treatment processes (Sánchez-Polo et al. 2006, 2007). 
 
2.2.2 Silver-Loaded Porous Carbon Spheres (SLPCS) 
In a recent study conducted by Gong et al., silver-loaded porous carbon spheres 
(SLPCS) were fabricated and evaluated for their bromide removal capacity for a range 
of synthetic water samples (Gong et al. 2013). The authors assumed that the key factor 
affecting the performance of silver loaded adsorbents was the nature of the support. 
Therefore, they decided on in-house preparation of SLPCS precursors by 
carbonization of poly (vinylidene chloride) porous carbon spheres that were 
synthesised by suspension polymerization (Qian et al. 2008). Poly (vinylidene 
chloride) porous carbon spheres were previously shown to have a promising iodide 
removal capacity from organic solutions (acetic acid) (Qian et al. 2008). In the next 
step, the silver impregnation was conducted using silver nitrate as the silver precursor 
by the incipient- wetness impregnation method (Delannoy et al. 2006). After 
characterisation, the resultant SLPCS were reported to have a uniform size distribution 
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(30–60 mesh), specific surface area (SBET) of 921.3 m2/g, 46.4 µmol/g (0.5 wt%) silver 
metal (Ag0) content and pHPZC equal to 9.4. No corresponding data was reported for 
the carbon sphere precursors before the silver impregnation.  
 
A bromide removal capacity of 15 µmol/g (94%) was reported for 160 mg/L of SLPCS 
agitated in a purified water solution containing 200 µg/L of Br‾ at pH 7 for 20 hours 
(Gong et al. 2013). The high bromide removal capacity of SLPCS was then attributed 
to the unique structure of the carbon sphere precursors, as well as the presence of 
highly active silver atoms on silver metal (Ag0) formed inside the porous carbon 
spheres. They categorised the bromide adsorption data taking place in three 
consecutive stages based on an intraparticle mass transfer diffusion model, previously 
proposed by Weber and Morris (Weber et al. 1963). In the first step, a fast bromide 
removal was interpreted by an external mass transfer mechanism. In the second stage, 
which was also called the rate-limiting stage, the bromide uptake was found to be not 
very fast but more steady which suggested that an intraparticle diffusion mechanism 
was predominant. Ultimately, when the bromide residual concentration was low, the 
adsorption became negligible and equilibrium was reached.  
 
The impact of solution pH, ranging from 3 to 8, as an important determinant in SLPCS 
bromide removal capacity was also evaluated in this study. It was found that a very 
weak acidic environment (e.g. pH 5) resulted in the highest (98%) bromide removal. 
However, an artefact was identified during the preparation of bromide solutions at 
very low pH (pH 3). Since hydrochloric acid was used to adjust the pH to the low pH 
ranges, Cl‾ would potentially become a competitive anion, causing interferences in 
bromide removal. Table 2-3 shows a summary of bromide removal results achieved 
by SLPCS in the presence of several competing anions (Cl‾, NO3‾, SO42–, I‾ and humic 
acid) at three different pH (5, 7 and 9). Generally, as the pH of the solution increased 
from 5 to 9, the adsorption of bromide decreased. This reduction in efficiency was 
attributed to the small positive charges on the SLPCS surface because the pHPZC (9.4) 
was very close to the solution pH (pH 9).  
 
Additionally, the presence of iodide had the greatest effect of all of the anions on 
bromide adsorption. Humic acid (HA) was also observed to significantly reduce the 
bromide removal efficiency to 21% when the concentration of HA was 4 mg/L at 
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neutral pH. The impacts of the competitive inorganic species observed at 
concentrations below 10 mg/L were then ordered as follows: I‾> SO42– > NO3‾ > Cl‾. 
The competitive inorganic anions were proposed to occupy the adsorption sites and 
thus deteriorate the bromide removal. Furthermore, the high impact of iodide on 
bromide removal was interpreted according to the higher stability (lower solubility) 
of silver iodide (Ksp = 8.5 × 10−17) compared to that of silver bromide (Ksp = 5.4 × 
10−13). Two interfering mechanisms were reported with regards to negatively charged 
HA organic compounds: (i) occupying the bromide adsorption sites in SLPCS and (ii) 
blockage of the pathways for bromide to access the carbon pores due to the large 
molecular size of the HA molecules. Although this study showed the advantages of 
SLPCS for bromide removal, mechanisms for the interactions between bromide and 
SLPCS were neglected. No pathways for the immobilisation of Ag0 nanoparticles to 
Ag+ and the consequent silver-bromide formation were reported (Gong et al. 2013). 
 
Table 2-3: Comparison of competitive adsorption on SLPCS between bromide 
and other coexisting anions at various initial solution pH (Gong et al., 2013) 
Solution condition 
Bromide removal (%) 
pH 5 pH 7 pH 9 
Deionized water 98 90 78 
[Cl‾]0 = 20 mg/L 77 83 75 
[NO3‾]0 = 5 mg/L 92 83 93 
[SO42‾]0 = 40 mg/L 28 30 28 
[I‾]0 = 2 mg/L 80 9 1 
[HA]0 = 4 mg/L – 21 – 
 
2.2.3 Silver-Doped Polymeric Cloth (Ag-cloth) 
A novel adsorbent called silver-doped polymeric cloth (Ag-cloth) was studied for its 
potential in the removal of bromide and iodide from waters (Polo et al. 2016). The Ag-
cloth substrate was prepared by transferring a methacrylic-based polymer into the 
cloth material using an electrospinning methodology. After cloth generation, silver 
nanoparticles were included by specific interactions between the polymer chemical 
groups and Ag atoms. To reduce the generated Ag+ to Ag0 on the cloth surface, a UV 
radiation method was used. The resultant Ag-cloth was reported to have a very low 
specific surface area (SBET = 5 m2/g) and no porosity. To determine the bromide 
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removal capacity of the Ag-cloth, the Ag-cloth was reported to require an activation 
by oxidation with excess hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) so that the immobilisation of Ag+ 
on Ag-cloth surface is ensured. The main objective of the immobilisation was to 
guarantee selective adsorption of the bromide so that the resultant silver bromide 
precipitates are retained on the cloth and are not passed into the solution (Polo et al. 
2016).  
 
Table 2.4 indicates the influence of H2O2 concentration and water matrix chemical 
composition on bromide removal capacity, where [Br‾]0 = 25 µM. According to these 
results, the removal capacity of the Ag-cloth was approximately doubled by increasing 
the initial H2O2 concentration from 25 to 65 µM. This behaviour was explained by 
Ag+ being produced when Ag0 reacts with H2O2, so that a higher oxidant 
concentration results in a higher concentration of Ag+ attached to the Ag-cloth surface. 
However, as initial H2O2 concentration was further increased to 75 µM, a slight 
decrease in bromide removal capacity was reported. The latter behaviour was 
correlated to the Ag+ reduction to Ag0 by action of the superoxide radical at a very 
high oxidant concentration (Henglein et al. 1981; He et al. 2011; Jones et al. 2011).  
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Table 2-4: Bromide removal capacities of the Ag-cloth as a function of the type of water, initial H2O2 concentration and water 
matrix compositions (Polo et al. 2016) 
Type of water Initial pH 
[H2O2]0 
(μM) 
Br‾ capacity 
μmol/g 
[Cl‾]0 
(μM) 
[Br]0 
(μM) 
[TOC]0 
(mgC/L) 
Ultrapure 6.5 ± 0.5 25 8.14 --- 25 --- 
Ultrapure 6.5 ± 0.5 35 9.39 --- 25 --- 
Ultrapure 6.5 ± 0.5 45 12.39 --- 25 --- 
Ultrapure 6.5 ± 0.5 55 15.52 --- 25 --- 
Ultrapure 6.5 ± 0.5 65 16.27 --- 25 --- 
Ultrapure 6.5 ± 0.5 75 15.64 --- 25 --- 
Simulated water 7.0 75 11.01 846.3 25 5 
Wastewater 7.8 75 10.39 987.3 25 12 
Wastewater 7.8 95 17.15 987.3 25 12 
Wastewater 7.8 105 16.90 987.3 25 12 
Wastewater 7.8 304 18.27 987.3 25 12 
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The applicability of Ag-cloth for bromide removal was also studied in a simulated 
water and a real wastewater sample. At the highest oxidant concentration ([H2O2]0 = 
75 µM), a significant decrease in bromide removal capacity of the Ag-cloth was 
observed for both simulated water and wastewater. For 75 μM H2O2, 30 and 34% 
deterioration in bromide removal capacity of the Ag-cloth was reported in the 
treatment of the simulated water and wastewater, respectively. This comparison was 
made to illustrate that the presence of differing anions and organic matter can reduce 
the capacity of Br‾ removal. A relatively high adsorption capacity of tannic acid (TA) 
molecules on the Ag-cloth equal to 156 mg/g Ag-cloth, was also reported, which 
presumably means this adsorbent material is susceptible to interference by organic 
matter present in water samples (Polo et al. 2016). Although Ag-cloth was shown to 
be attractive due to its selectivity for bromide and its potential for low silver loss, its 
large-scale production seems not to be economical in cases where the primary 
objective is bromide reduction. 
 
2.2.4 Silver-impregnated Activated Carbon (SIAC) 
Silver-impregnated activated carbon (SIAC) is known as an excellent point-of-
entry/point-of-use (POE/POU) water disinfectant (Bell Jr 1991). The incorporation of 
silver inhibits the bacterial growth in the activated carbon so that the lifetime of SIAC 
is increased. In addition to this advantage, a possible application of SIAC in water 
treatment is the removal of halides from drinking water sources, with  the ultimate aim 
of disinfection by-product minimisation (Hoskins et al. 2002; Watson et al. 2016; 
Chen et al. 2017). To date, two laboratory studies examining SIAC treatment for 
bromide removal and the formation potential of selected DBPs have been published 
(Watson et al. 2016; Chen et al. 2017).  
 
Watson et al. (2016) investigated the efficiency of a commercial SIAC (Norit 18×40 
AG1, 0.1% Ag) for the removal of bromide and NOM from a matrix of synthetic 
waters with variable NOM, halide, and alkalinity concentrations, followed by an 
investigation into the formation potential of selected DBPs (Watson et al. 2016). 
However, an enhanced coagulation (EC) treatment with alum (Al2 (SO4)3.18H2O) 
was employed prior to SIAC treatment (Figure 2.1(a)). More than 90% of bromide 
was removed by the SIAC treatment only. The combination of EC with SIAC 
treatment removed more than 90 and 70% of bromide and dissolved organic carbon 
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(DOC) from the synthetic water sample, respectively. The maximum bromide removal 
capacity was equated to 1.4 μmol/g across all SIAC treated samples. The bromide 
removal mechanism was reported to be similar to that described for iodide by Hoskins 
and colleagues (Hoskins et al. 2002). In other words, the bromide removal was 
attributed to the deposition of insoluble silver bromide precipitates on the SIAC due 
to its low solubility product (Ksp = 5.4 × 10−13).  
 
 
 
Figure 2-1: A comparison between the bromide removal conditions used in two 
different SIAC studies (a) (Watson et al. 2016) and (b) (Chen et al. 2017). 
 
Additionally, by comparing the bromide removal results obtained from a granular 
activated carbon (GAC) which was equivalent to the SIAC in all aspects apart from 
the silver content, physical adsorption of bromide onto the activated carbon precursor 
itself was also considered for the further removal of bromide by SIAC. The DOC 
adsorption onto SIAC was largely correlated to the hydrophobic and electrostatic 
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interactions. Although a further 21 ± 5% increase in DOC removal was observed after 
the SIAC treatment, the influence of a small amount of silver sites on SIAC (1 mg 
silver per gram of SIAC) was reported to be negligible. It was proposed that the DOC 
removal is primarily controlled by adsorption onto the activated carbon, by 
hydrophobic interactions. The coexistence of chloride in the synthetic water matrix at 
environmentally representative concentrations (Br‾/Cl‾ ratio of 1:300 by weight) was 
further investigated to simulate a more complex environment. Although chloride was 
presented in much higher concentrations than bromide, SIAC still performed 
efficiently in removing bromide in all samples (No reported data). Due to the lower 
solubility of AgBr compared to that of silver chloride (AgCl, Ksp = 1.8 × 10−10) anion 
exchange of chloride for bromide was proposed to have taken place in silver chloride 
precipitates on the surface of the SIAC (Watson et al. 2016).  
 
A similar interpretation was used to describe the adsorption of iodide on to AgCl-filled 
activated carbon (Ho et al. 1981; Karanfil et al. 2005). The latter studies indicated that 
SIAC materials are promising for the removal and sequestration of iodide (129I) from 
water through the formation of a silver iodide (AgI, Ksp = 8.5 × 10−17) surface 
precipitate and also the conversion of AgCl to AgI through chloride-iodide exchange 
reactions. The specific ultraviolet absorbance at 254 nm (SUVA254), as an indicator 
of the aromatic content of NOM was also measured before and after EC treatment and 
after the combined treatment (EC/SIAC) (Watson et al. 2016). EC treatment was found 
to reduce the initial SUVA254 by 67 ± 20%, whereas the initial SUVA254 was reduced 
by 89 ± 11% for the combined EC/SIAC treatment. The major conclusion obtained 
from the SUVA254 study was that the DOC remaining after the combined treatments 
had low SUVA254 and therefore potentially had a lower reactivity and formation 
potential for selected DBPs (Watson et al. 2016). 
 
In another study conducted by Chen et al. 2017, several combinations of carbon pre-
treatment (i.e. pre-oxidation) and silver impregnation pathways were employed for the 
preparation of SIAC and to find out an optimum silver impregnation protocol (Chen 
et al. 2017). The main objective of pre-oxidation of the carbon was for the initiation 
of negatively charged oxygen containing groups (e.g. carboxylic acids) in order to 
achieve further attachment of Ag+ during the silver impregnation step. Four of the in-
house impregnated SIAC samples were selected to identify the effect of the initial 
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characteristics of the carbon precursor on Br‾ removal (Table 2.5). Comparing the 
specific surface area (SBET) values of the carbons before and after silver impregnation 
showed a decrease in SBET values after silver impregnation. This observation was 
attributed to one or a combination of following reasons: (i) pore blockage by oxygen 
surface groups produced by severe pre-oxidation using concentrated nitric acid (15.7 
N HNO3); (ii) electrostatic repulsion of surface probe molecules (nitrogen); (iii) wall 
erosion and collapse and  destruction of carbon micro pore walls by concentrated nitric 
acid (Chen et al. 2017). 
  
The bromide uptake experiments were carried out in purified water containing 306.6 
µg/L Br‾ and 25 mg/L SIAC (Chen et al. 2017). Up to 95% percent bromide removal 
was observed. Interestingly, they found that the SBET values of the SIAC were directly 
proportional to bromide removal efficiency in purified water. According to the amount 
of SIAC added (25 mg/L), the minimum silver concentration required for the 
precipitation of 306.6 µg/L initial Br‾ in purified water is only about 150 µmol/g and 
the silver content of all SIAC were well above this theoretical value. Therefore, no 
correlation was reported between SIAC silver content and Br‾ uptake in purified water 
and the higher silver content did not result in a better Br‾ removal. The enhanced 
bromide removal capacities correlating with the higher SBET values were attributed to 
the presence of more active adsorption sites and ease of access by free Br‾ to 
precipitate with the corresponding Ag+ on the SIAC surface (Chen et al. 2017). 
Therefore, it was deduced by the authors that maintaining a high SBET during SIAC 
preparation, including pre-oxidation of carbon precursors and silver impregnation, 
was the main factor controlling the capacity for bromide removal (Chen et al. 2017). 
  
To evaluate the impact of background water matrix on the bromide removal capacity, 
a natural water sample was treated using a commercially available SIAC (Nucon 
Nusorb A 20×40, 4.03% Ag), with no further modification (Chen et al. 2017). It was 
shown that by increasing the chloride concentration added into the natural water 
sample from 10 to 200 mg/L, the bromide removal efficiency consequently decreased 
from approximately 70% to 84%. The main explanation for these results was related 
to the chloride competition (Br‾/Cl‾ ratio of 1:33 to 1:670 by weight) for silver sites 
on SIAC. Along with the addition of 2.5 mgC/L of NOM isolate to this natural water 
sample, a further 15% decrease in bromide removal was observed. In this regard, two 
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possible mechanisms were suggested for the NOM matrix interference. First, the more 
reactive NOM constituents can compete with bromide to reach and deactivate the 
adsorption sites on the SIAC surface (site competition). Additionally, the larger NOM 
molecules could block the SIAC smaller pores and prevent the Br‾ from reaching 
available adsorption sites into these pores (pore blockage). Both pathways could result 
in a decreased bromide removal efficiency (Chen et al. 2017). 
 
Similar to the study of Watson et al. (2016), the impact of coagulation/flocculation 
combined with a SIAC treatment to increase the overall bromide removal efficiency 
was evaluated. For this purpose, an EC with alum (KAl(SO4)2·12H2O) process was 
employed after the SIAC treatment. A schematic illustration of this study is shown in 
Figure 2.2(b). The addition of alum after SIAC treatment was found to be inefficient 
for the removal of more bromide from the natural water sample. Up to 40% Br‾ 
removal was achieved during the SIAC treatment, while the addition of alum did not 
make a considerable difference. Following the addition of alum to the natural water 
sample containing SIAC, a 45% decrease in DOC concentration was observed, where 
the 5.4 mgC/L initial DOC was reduced to about 3 mgC/L. It was also reported that 
the floc formation during the coagulation did not deteriorate the Br‾ uptake by SIAC. 
It was previously reported by this research group that natural waters with SUVA254 > 
2.0 L/mg-M are relatively high in electron-rich aromatic carbon groups and 
consequently high in DBP formation potential. However, no results were found with 
respect to SUVA254 value after the SIAC/EC treatment. 
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Table 2-5: Physiochemical characteristics of various SIAC used for bromide removal application (Chen et al. 2017) 
* SBET = specific surface area which was calculated by the authors using the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) model 
 
 
Table 2-6: A comparison between the physiochemical characteristics and bromide removal capacities of two commercially available 
SIAC used in (Chen et al. 2017)1 and (Watson et al. 2016)2 studies 
 
 
 SIAC 
names  
Before silver impregnation After silver impregnation 
Pre-treatment Impregnation 
SBET* Oxygen (%) pHPZC SBET* 
Oxygen 
(%) 
[Ag]0 in SIAC 
(μmol/g) 
20B-05 1748 0.9 5.4 1681 19.6 333.7 Pre-oxidized with 15.7 N HNO3 at 160°C 
0.5 M AgNO3 at 
160°C 
F400-05 978 2.4 9.2 904.8 15 213.2 Pre-oxidized with 15.7 N HNO3 at 90°C 
0.5 M AgNO3 at 
90°C 
WC800-5 713 4.1 10.4 539.1 14.6 1001.2 Pre-oxidized with 15.7 N HNO3 at 90°C 
0.5 M AgNO3 at 
90°C 
HD300-05 642 4.1 6.9 370.8 18.9 778.7 Pre-oxidized with 15.7 N HNO3 at 90°C 
0.5 M AgNO3 at 
90°C 
SIAC names [Ag]0 in SIAC  
(μmol/g) 
Br‾ capacity 
 (μmol/g) 
DOC removal 
(%) 
SIAC Efficiency 
(%) 
1 Nucon (Nusorb A 20×40) 370.8 37.5 45 10.1 
2 Norit (18×40 AG1) 9.3 1.4 77 15.5 
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2.3 Scope of Project 
The majority of published studies on silver-incorporated adsorbents for the removal 
of halide from water have neglected the quantification of silver leaching while the 
extent of bromide removal is measured. Although a few studies monitored the 
dissolved silver in the water samples, free Ag+ and the total amount of silver leaching 
(AgTotal) were not distinguished. AgTotal is defined as follows: 
 
AgTotal = Ag+ (aq) + AgX (aq) + Ag–NOM (aq)   (2.5) 
 
where the Ag+ (aq), AgX (aq) and Ag–NOM represent the concentration of free Ag+ 
in solution, the concentration of silver in silver-halide precipitates in solution and 
silver–NOM complexes formed in solution, respectively (i.e. all silver in solution and 
excluding silver on the surface of SIAC).  
 
Several studies have demonstrated that precursors to the formation of carcinogenic 
halogenated DBPs are most likely sourced from two water constituents: a) naturally 
occurring bromide ion and b) natural organic matter. Although SIAC has been shown 
to be a promising material for the minimisation of bromide concentration in treated 
water (Watson et al. 2016; Chen et al. 2017). However, due to the high affinity of 
organic molecules towards silver, it has been commonly reported that the SIAC 
capacity for halide removal would be significantly decreased in the presence of 
organic molecules (Sánchez-Polo et al. 2006, 2007; Watson et al. 2016; Chen et al. 
2017; Gong et al. 2013). This reduction was attributed to blockage of adsorbent pores 
through the bigger NOM molecules (physisorption), as well as direct complexation 
reactions of negatively charged NOM molecules with available Ag+ sites (Sánchez-
Polo et al. 2006, 2007; Watson et al. 2016; Chen et al. 2017; Gong et al. 2013). 
However, the current understanding about the impact of physicochemical 
characteristics of NOM on silver-incorporated adsorbent is weak. Therefore, the 
interpretation of the effect of NOM on the bromide removal capacity of silver-
incorporated materials is not clear. 
 
In this study the extent of silver leaching from a range of commercially available SIAC 
materials was determined through the parallel measurements silver leached out in 
various dissolved and precipitate forms. One of the main objectives of this research 
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was to better understand the mechanisms of silver leaching from SIAC under typical 
water treatment conditions in order to develop approaches to minimise silver leaching 
during bromide removal applications. Additionally, this study was planned to further 
explore the impact of variations in chemical compositions and molecular weight 
distribution of the NOM isolates on the kinetics and capacity of bromide adsorption 
and the extent of silver leaching from the adsorbent into the treated water.
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CHAPTER 3 INTERFERENCES IN BROMIDE REMOVAL AND SILVER LEACHING PROPERTIES OF 
SILVER IMPREGNATED ACTIVATED CARBON 
3.1 Abstract 
In this chapter, three types of commercially available silver-impregnated activated 
carbon (SIAC) and one type of granular activated carbon (GAC) without silver 
impregnation were tested for their capacity to remove bromide from samples of both 
synthetic and real water. Comparison of the bromide removal capacities of the 
different types of SIAC and the GAC confirmed that the incorporation of silver into 
the activated carbon matrix is highly efficient in removing bromide, although 
substantial variation was observed between the different materials tested. The Norit 
SIAC, which removed up to 95% of initial bromide (12.5 μM), was studied in more 
detail for its capacity to adsorb bromide during three consecutive adsorption tests. 
Additionally, several other factors determining the practicality of the use of this SIAC 
for selective removal of bromide such as the extent of silver leaching and the natural 
organic matter (NOM) removal capacity were also investigated in this study. 
Although, up to 95% (12.2 µmol/g) of the initial bromide was removed during the first 
batch, the bromide removal capacity decreased by 40% during the second and third 
tests. This reduction in bromide removal capacity was attributed to the decrease in Ag+ 
incorporated into Norit SIAC. The kinetics studies revealed that more than 66% of the 
bromide was removed in 30 minutes ([Br‾]t=30min = 4.2 μmol/g) and that the removal 
was in accordance with first order kinetics. However, after 30 to 120 min, the 
agreement between the first order kinetics model and the experimental data became 
less consistent, This may be attributed to the reduction of available adsorption sites, 
potentially caused by silver leaching. To assess the impact of dissolved organic carbon 
(DOC) on the bromide removal capacity of Norit SIAC, 3.6 mgC/L of tannic and gallic 
acid as well as 1 to 4 mgC/L of Suwannee River Humic (SRHA) and Fulvic (SRFA) 
acids were added. Results showed that the rate of bromide removal in a solution free 
of organics was faster within the first 30 minutes in comparison to those in the 
presence of dissolved organics. It was also observed that the presence of dissolved 
organics with various functionalities would alter the extent of silver leaching and 
bromide removal properties using SIAC. However, the physical adsorption 
(physisorption) of bromide to the SIAC resulted an overall bromide removal capacity 
remaining unchanged after a longer contact time (180 minutes). 
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3.2 Introduction 
Elevated concentrations of naturally occurring bromide (Br‾) in drinking water 
sources cause various water quality problems, upon final disinfection (Richardson et 
al. 2007). The presence of bromide was found to expedite the formation and speciation 
of various classes of organic and inorganic disinfection by-products (DBPs), given 
that brominated DBPs (Br-DBPs) have been found to be more toxic and carcinogenic 
than their chlorinated analogues (DBPs) (Pan et al. 2013; Sharma et al. 2014; Y. Yang 
et al. 2014; Criquet et al. 2015). Therefore, treatment and distribution of drinking 
water containing these high bromide concentrations creates numerous difficulties for 
water utilities. A recent study reported that many drinking water sources in Western 
Australia, mostly near the coastal regions, contain elevated concentrations of bromide 
by worldwide standards (ranging from 0.4 to 8.4 mg/L) (Gruchlik et al. 2015). 
However, there is currently no economically viable method of the selective removal 
of bromide in drinking water treatment processes (Watson et al. 2012). While 
membrane and electrochemical desalination methods are effective in the removal of 
bromide, these are often not considered economical in cases where the primary 
objective is bromide reduction.  
  
Silver-impregnated adsorbents are promising technologies for adsorption of halides 
from water (Ho et al. 1981; Hoskins et al. 2002) and these have the potential for 
development for selective removal of bromide in municipal drinking water treatment. 
The use of silver-filled composites in sustainable point-of-use drinking water 
treatment processes has become ubiquitous, especially for the purpose of disinfection 
(Oyanedel-Craver et al. 2008; van Halem et al. 2009; Dankovich et al. 2011; Ren et 
al. 2013). As discussed in Chapter 2, silver-doped carbon aerogels (Ag-aerogels) and 
silver impregnated activated carbon (SIAC) are attractive options due to their 
selectivity for bromide (Sánchez-Polo et al. 2007; Gong et al. 2013; Watson et al. 
2016; Chen et al. 2017). Although efforts have been made to understand the bromide 
removal mechanisms, little is known concerning the silver leaching behaviour of 
silver-impregnated materials. In general, issues related to the dissolution and the 
leaching of silver into the treated water have limited their application in large-scale 
water treatment applications (Kumar et al. 2005; Benn et al. 2008; Liu and Hurt 2010; 
Zhang et al. 2012; Dobias et al. 2013). Although the mechanism of silver leaching is 
not well-understood, two silver leaching mechanisms were proposed in presence of 
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oxidant (e.g. dissolved oxygen and hydrogen peroxide): (i) physical loss of silver 
metal (Ag0) caused by the experimental artefact and (ii) desorption and release of 
chemisorbed silver ions (Ag+) from the surface of silver-containing materials into 
solution (Dobias et al. 2013). 
 
In this study, the potential of three types of commercially available SIAC and one type 
of GAC, without silver impregnation, to reliably remove bromide were investigated. 
Norit SIAC was then considered for further evaluation of its Br‾ removal and silver 
leaching properties in presence and in the absence of two natural organic matter 
(NOM) isolates. In addition, due to the complexity of NOM mixtures, tannic acid (TA) 
and gallic acid (GA) (Figure 3-1) were chosen as NOM surrogates to systematically 
examine their affinity to Norit SIAC during the bromide adsorption.  Finally, a raw 
water sample collected from a drinking water source in Western Australia was used to 
assess the bromide removal capacity of SIAC 
 
 
Figure 3-1: Molecular structures of (a) Tannic acid and (b) and Gallic acid (inset) 
 
(b) 
(a) 
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3.3 Materials and Methods 
3.3.1 Chemicals, Reagents and Analytical Methods  
Norit AG grade silver-impregnated granular activated carbon with mesh size of 18×40 
(0.42–1.00 mm) provided by Cabot Norit®, Amersfoort, The Netherlands, silver-
impregnated activated carbon with mesh size of 12×30 (1.70–0.60 mm) purchased 
from HayCarb Holdings, Australia and SilverSol™ Coated WT400 granular activated 
carbon with mesh size of 20×40 (0.42–0.84 mm) purchased from Nano Silver 
Manufacturing SDN BHD (NSM™) and minimal silver content of 0.1, 0.05 and 0.04 
(wt%) were used throughout this study. FILTRASORB® 400 granular activated 
carbon (F400-GAC) with an effective size of 0.55–0.75 mm with no silver content 
was provided by Calgon Carbon Corporation, Pittsburgh, PA. 
 
Sodium bromide (NaBr ReagentPlus®, ≥99%), potassium nitrate (KNO3 ACS 
reagent, ≥99.0%), were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. All other reagents used, 
including sodium chloride (NaCl), sodium hydroxide (NaOH), nitric acid (HNO3, 
70%) and hydrochloric acid (HCl, 34%) were supplied by Ajax Finechem Pty Ltd. 
Silver nitrate (AgNO3 AR grade, ≥99.5%) was obtained from Rowe Scientific Pty Ltd. 
Tannic acid (C76H52O46) and Gallic acid (C7H6O5) from Sigma were of ACS reagent 
grade purity and were used without further purification. Suwannee River Humic Acid 
(SRHA, 2S101H) Suwannee River Fulvic Acid (SRFA, 2S101F) were purchased from 
the International Humic Substances Society (IHSS, St. Paul, MN). Ultrapure water 
produced by an ELGA water purification system (resistivity of 18.2 MΩ.cm) was used 
throughout this study for the preparation of reagents and solutions unless otherwise 
indicated.  
 
Bromide concentrations were measured using a Dionex ICS 3000 ion chromatography 
system with a Dionex IonPac AS9-SC (4.0 mm × 250 mm) analytical column, where 
the detection limit was 5 µg/L.  
 
The dissolved organic carbon (DOC) concentration was measured using a total organic 
carbon (TOC) analyser connected to an auto-sampler (TOC-LCSH/CSN Model, 
Shimadzu Co., Kyoto, Japan). Calibration of the TOC instrument was carried out using 
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potassium hydrogen phthalate standards (1–5 mg/L). The correlation coefficients of 
the calibrations were >0.99 at all times.  
 
The ultraviolet absorbance at 254 nm (UV254) of all samples was measured using a 
Cary 60 UV–Vis Spectrophotometer (Agilent Technologies, Australia) with a 1 cm 
quartz cell. The specific UV absorbance (SUVA254) was determined by dividing the 
absorbance at 254 nm by the DOC value.  
 
The total silver concentrations in solutions were measured using a Varian Model 
SpectrAA 50 flame atomic absorption spectrophotometer (AAS) with a nominal limit 
of detection (LOD) of 0.02 mg/L of Ag. A real water matrix from a groundwater bore 
in Western Australia with specifications given in Table 3.1 was used in this study. 
 
In order to evaluate the dissolved and precipitated silver concentration in the solutions, 
the SIAC was first removed from the solution by filtering the solution (500 mL) 
through a qualitative filter paper (Whatman® grade 4, 20–25 μm nominal pore size), 
followed by the addition of 6 mL concentrated HNO3. The solution was vigorously 
stirred and heated until the volume was reduced to about 50 mL. The final solution 
was made up to 100 mL with purified water in a volumetric flask prior to analysis 
using AAS. In order to determine the point of zero charge pH (pHPZC) of SIAC, the 
pH was adjusted by addition of NaOH (10 mM) or HNO3 (10 mM) to sodium nitrate 
(NaNO3: 50 mL of a 0.01 M solution). SIAC (0.15 g) was added to each of the 
different pH solutions and the solutions were agitated for 72 h (Putra et al. 2009).  All 
experimental results reported as mean ± percentage error obtained from a minimum 
of two repeats.  
Table 3-1: Selected water quality parameters of the real water matrix 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Measured parameters Initial values 
Chloride (mg/L) 43 
Bromide (µg/L) 155 
Iodide (µg/L) 5 
DOC (mgC/L) 3.37 
UV254 (cm-1) 0.238 
pH  7.1 
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3.3.2 Batch Adsorption Studies  
Batch adsorption tests were carried out by adding specified amounts of SIAC or GAC 
to various synthetic bromide solutions. Isothermal kinetic and equilibrium studies (30 
± 0.5 °C and 150 rpm) were performed by agitating water samples in flasks using 
Lovibond jar testing apparatus with 6 stirring places equipped with a temperature 
controlled water bath. Adsorption parameters were obtained using the following 
equations: 
𝑞𝑞𝑒𝑒 = 𝑉𝑉𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚𝐴𝐴 (𝐶𝐶0 − 𝐶𝐶𝑒𝑒)      (3.1) 
𝑞𝑞𝑒𝑒 = 𝑞𝑞𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏𝐶𝐶𝑒𝑒1+𝑏𝑏𝐶𝐶𝑒𝑒 (𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿)     (3.2) 
𝑞𝑞𝑒𝑒 = 𝐾𝐾𝐶𝐶𝑒𝑒1 𝑛𝑛� (𝐹𝐹𝐿𝐿𝐹𝐹𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐿𝐿𝐹𝐹ℎ)     (3.3) 
 
where qe is the equilibrium solid-phase concentration per unit mass of SIAC; C0 and 
Ce are the initial and equilibrium bromide concentrations (µmol/L), respectively; VL 
(L) is the total volume of solution and mA (g) represents the mass of SIAC; qm, b, K 
and n are constants specific to each isotherm model. In order to compare the ion uptake 
and leaching capacities of the SIAC for all experiments, the following correction 
factor was also used: 
𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡 = 𝑉𝑉𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚𝐴𝐴 (𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡,𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖)       (3.4) 
where Ct (µmol/g) is the liquid-phase concentration per unit mass of SIAC, Ct,ins  
(µmol/L) is the liquid-phase concentration read by instrument. All fitting of 
experimental data to adsorption isotherm and kinetics models were performed using 
lsqnonlin nonlinear least-squares curve fitting function in MATLAB R2014a 
(MathWorks, Natick MA, USA) that uses the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm. No 
buffer solution was used for the purpose of pH adjustment so that interferences by 
coexisting ions could be prevented. The pH values were adjusted by addition of NaOH 
(10 mM) or HNO3 (10 mM) and monitored during the experiments. 
 
3.4 Results and Discussion 
3.4.1 Bromide Removal Efficacy Comparison between GAC and SIAC 
According to previous studies a combined influence of silver content and point of zero 
charge (pHPZC) on activated carbon determines the overall capacity of SIAC materials 
in removing bromide from water (Sánchez-Polo et al. 2006; Chen et al. 2017). 
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Therefore, the concentration of initial silver incorporated into SIAC as well as the 
pHPZC values were plotted for each of the adsorbents in Figure 3.1. At pH 6.5, the 
SIAC or the GAC have a net positive charge (pHsolution<pHPZC). Therefore, the 
electrostatic forces between the positively charged SIAC and bromide are attractive, 
which is desirable for Br‾ adsorption. For the fresh GAC (pHPZC = 9.7), only 25% Br‾ 
removal was achieved because electrostatic interaction was the only mechanism for 
Br‾ adsorption; however, the removal of bromide by used GAC was expected to be 
much lower. A large increase in Br‾ removal (up to 97%) was observed for the all the 
SIAC adsorbents, explained by a surface co-precipitation between bromide ions and 
silver ions on the SIAC surface. As shown in Figure 3-2, the pHPZC and silver content 
of Norit SIAC were the lowest and highest, respectively compared to other adsorbents. 
Due to its high silver content, which was in excess compared to the initial bromide 
concentration (12.5 µmol/g), a maximum capacity for bromide removal was reached.  
 
Figure 3-2: The concentration of (grey) initial silver incorporated into SIAC and 
(white) the concentration of bromide removed in 200 mL of solution containing 12.5 
µM of Br‾ and 200 mg of various SIAC and GAC adsorbents after 24 h contact time 
at pH0 6.5 
 
Accordingly, the higher capacity of HayCarb SIAC than WT400 can also be attributed 
to its higher silver content which was 5.6 µmol/g compared to that of WT400 (4.3 
µmol/g). It is worthwhile noting that the extent of bromide removed through the 
HayCarb (7.1 µmol/g) was greater than the amount of silver incorporated into this type 
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of SIAC (5.6 µmol/g). As discussed earlier, this extra Br‾ adsorption is possibly caused 
by the combined influence of surface co-precipitation and electrostatic forces between 
SIAC and bromide in the solution.  
 
3.4.2 Silver Leaching Studies 
The leaching of silver from Norit and HayCarb SIAC the two SIAC samples that had 
the highest bromide removal performance, was tested for six initial concentrations of 
bromide during 24 hours of contact (Figure 3.2). No bromide residual was detected 
for the experiments in the presence of Norit SIAC. Higher values for silver leaching 
were observed with the solutions with the lower bromide concentration, with the 
maximum of 7.6 and 3 µmol/g of total silver content, respectively, from the Norit and 
HayCarb SIAC. The greater concentration gradient between the bromide solution and 
the available Ag+ in SIAC can possibly accelerate the leaching process of silver from 
the SIAC to the liquid-phase, causing the higher extent of silver leaching. However, 
the formation of AgBr precipitates would deactivate the available silver sites on SIAC 
so that the extent of leaching of silver ions over time is reduced. It is also hypothesised 
that the silver leaching from SIAC may be a mechano-chemical process. That means 
the silver coatings within the carbon are susceptible to possible damage and 
detachment from the SIAC due to high turbulence intensity and long-term operation. 
Therefore, the relationship between the extent of silver leaching and the kinetics of 
bromide removal were further studied. 
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Figure 3-3: The silver residual in solution after a 24 hours batch experiment at six 
different initial concentration of bromide (0.625, 1.25, 3.125, 6.25, 9.375 and 12.5 
μM) using 200 mg of Norit (white) and HayCarb (hashed) SIAC in 200 mL solution 
at pH0 6.5 
 
3.4.3 Dynamic Adsorption Modelling of Bromide   
Three consecutive adsorption isotherm studies were conducted using two well-known 
isotherms, Langmuir and Freundlich. The detailed results are shown in Figure 3-4 and 
Table 3-2. The Langmuir isotherm assumes monolayer adsorption onto a surface 
containing a finite number of adsorption sites, of uniform strategies of adsorption with 
no transmigration of adsorbate in the plane of surface. The Freundlich isotherm model 
assumes heterogeneous surface energies, in which the energy term in the Langmuir 
equation varies as a function of the surface coverage (Beck 1973). Removal of 
bromide was found to be fast during the first 30 minutes after which it slowed before 
reaching a steady state concentration around 180 min (data not shown). Three 
consecutive adsorption isotherms for the Norit SIAC in contact with a range of 
synthetic bromide solutions (250, 500, 750, 1000 and 2000 µg/L) are shown in Figure 
3-3. After each equilibrium, Norit samples were collected, dried and then used for the 
next adsorption run. Langmuir and Freundlich isotherms were employed to fit the 
experimental data. Figure 3-3a shows the bromide removal properties of fresh SIAC 
which is perfectly predicted by the Freundlich model. However, for the second and 
third adsorption experiments, the Langmuir isotherm showed an improved fit to the 
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experimental data. This suggests that the sorption of Br‾ onto SIAC is likely to involve 
precipitation reactions between the Ag+ sites on the SIAC and Br‾ species in the 
solution. Assuming the multilayer adsorption theory (Freundlich theory) for the 
prediction of fresh SIAC performance, as long as there is some Ag+ available, the 
AgBr precipitation reaction is likely to occur and will continue until all available silver 
has reacted. 
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Figure 3-4: Three consecutive adsorption isotherms of the bromide uptake as a 
function of initial bromide concentration (1.25, 3.125, 6.25, 12.5 and 25 μM) using 
Norit SIAC at pH0 6.5, (a) first, (b) second and (c) third run fitted by Langmuir and 
Freundlich models 
 
The Langmuir theory which is largely based on the electrostatic chemisorption of 
adsorbates on the adsorbent surface is in better agreement with the third equilibrium 
data than the Freundlich theory. During the third equilibrium, where most of the silver 
sites on the SIAC are presumably in the form of AgBr, it is hypothesised that 
electrostatic interactions between the SIAC positively charged surface and the 
corresponding bromide anions induces the removal of Br‾. This confirms previous 
studies that silver-carbon adsorbents are highly efficient in the removal of bromide at 
concentrations relevant to drinking source waters (Sánchez-Polo et al. 2007; Gong et 
al. 2013; Watson et al. 2016; Chen et al. 2017). However, several other factors have 
to be taken into account before implementing adsorbents for selective removal of 
bromide, including the rate of bromide adsorption, leaching of silver from the 
adsorbent into the treated water and the impact of competing species such as natural 
organic matter (NOM) which are further discussed in following sections of this 
research. 
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Table 3-2: Results of adsorption isotherms fitting 
 Langmuir model  Freundlich model 
 qm b  K n 
First Run 28.721 0.255  7.664 2.938 
Second Run 16.306 0.269  4.585 3.446 
Third Run 10.159 0.276  3.151 3.783 
 
 
3.4.4 Bromide Removal Kinetics 
The effect of contact time on bromide removal of Norit SIAC, representing the SIAC 
with the highest bromide removal capacity, is shown in Figure 3-5. Each plot 
of Ct (liquid-phase concentration per unit mass of SIAC) versus contact time can be 
divided into three stages. The fast bromide removal within initial 30 min (the first 
stage), thereafter, the uptake increases as time elapses from 30 to 120 min (the second 
stage) but with a slower rate. Finally (the third stage), there is no significant change in 
uptake after 120 min, which means that the removal of bromide through Norit SIAC 
has reached equilibrium.  
 
Figure 3-5: Bromide uptake behaviour of 400 mg of Norit SIAC during a 180 min 
batch experiment where the initial concentration of bromide in 500 mL ultrapure 
water was 1mg/L (12.5 μM) at pH0 6.5 
 
The results were analysed with the first-order rate equation: 
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  [𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐿−]𝑡𝑡 = [𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐿−]0 𝐹𝐹−𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡      (6) 
 
where concentration of bromide ([Br‾]) and contact time (t) were measured 
experimentally while rate constant (k) was a fitted parameter. In the first stage, the 
bromide removal data fitted well with the first-order rate model. For the virgin SIAC, 
the accessible silver sites are vacant, leading to a fast bromide removal. At this stage, 
more than 66% of the dissolved bromide was removed in the first 30 minutes 
([Br‾]t=30min=4.2 μmol/g). Additionally, the greater concentration gradient between the 
bromide solution and SIAC surface would further accelerate the attractive forces 
between bromide from the liquid-phase and positively charged SIAC surface, causing 
the fast increase of uptake in initial stage. As the adsorption continues to the second 
stage (30 – 120 min), a difference (overestimation) between model and experimental 
bromide removal data in the 2nd and 3rd stages was observed. This may be attributed 
to the reduction of available adsorption sites for bromide on the SIAC. After 120 min 
(the third stage), no bromide was removed from the solution because the adsorption 
equilibrium was reached. Without the determination of the extent of silver leaching, 
these observations would not entirely support the previous studies speculating that 
precipitation in the form of silver-halide (e.g. AgBr) has to be taking place within the 
SIAC pores (heterogeneous precipitation) (Hoskins et al. 2002; Sánchez-Polo et al. 
2007; Watson et al. 2016; Chen et al. 2017). The following reaction would be the 
precipitation of AgBr either on the surface of SIAC (solid-phase) or in solution: 
 
 𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐿−(𝐿𝐿𝑞𝑞) + 𝐴𝐴𝐿𝐿+(𝑠𝑠𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑠𝑠) → 𝐴𝐴𝐿𝐿𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐿 ↓, Ksp = 5.2 × 10–13 (5) 
  
Total silver measurement after 180 minutes revealed that more than 3 μmol/g of silver, 
compared to initial concentrations of total silver in SIAC (0.1 wt% or 13.6 μmol/g, 
either dissolved or precipitated), was detected in solution (data not shown). Taking 
into account the observed silver loss, it can be deduced that keeping the pHPZC of 
SIAC above the pH of working solution, would not prevent silver from leaching into 
solution. Generally, the solution conditions that can affect the mobility of a metal are: 
pH, oxidation/reduction potential, anion/cation exchange, dissolution and 
precipitation (Stumm et al. 1996). Here, it is hypothesised that the leaching of Ag+ is 
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mainly due to the decrease of pH from 6.5 to about 5 after 180 minutes. When the 
solution pH is decreasing, the protonation of SIAC surface can result in higher Ag+ 
release into solution. Similar studies on silver leaching properties of Ag-incorporated 
adsorbents also confirmed that the variation in solution pH alters the Ag+ stability on 
SIAC (Hoskins et al. 2002; Sánchez-Polo et al. 2007; Chen et al. 2017). However, in 
a real water sample, where water is buffered, solution pH may not be the only factor 
controlling the extent of silver leaching. Therefore, other interfering factors, and most 
importantly, natural organic matter, was further studied in this research. 
 
3.4.5 Effect of NOM Surrogates on SIAC Bromide Removal Efficiencies   
The bromide removal data for the Norit SIAC in contact with a range of synthetic 
bromide solutions (12.5, 25, 50 and 75 µM) containing 3.6 mgC/L of tannic acid (TA) 
and gallic acid (GA) are shown in Figure 3-6. Higher values for Br‾ residuals were 
observed in the presence of GA compare to those of TA while the initial Br‾ was 
elevated up to 75 µM. Therefore, it is apparent that the coexistence of GA molecules 
resulted in more interferences in removal of bromide through SIAC compared to that 
of TA. 
 
Figure 3-6: The bromide residual values after a 24 hours batch experiment at four 
different initial concentration of bromide (12.5, 25, 50 and 75 μM) and in presence 
of 3.6 mgC/L of GA (black) and TA (patterned) using 200 mg Norit added to the 200 
mL solution at pH0 6.5. An average of DOC removal for both of the TA (dashed 
line) and GA (solid line) is also plotted 
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At 12.5 µM of Br‾, where the initial concentration of bromide was lower than the total 
amount of available silver in SIAC (13.6 µmol/g), the bromide removal was reduced 
from above 97% in the absence of organics (Figure 3-2) to about 83 and 74% in the 
presence of TA and GA, respectively. Nevertheless, even at higher initial Br‾ 
concentration, e.g. at 75 µM, an observable higher bromide removal was attained in 
the presence of TA (66%) compared to that of GA (45%). As shown earlier, when the 
initial concentration of bromide is higher than the total amount of available silver in 
SIAC, the bromide removal pathway is a combination of direct silver and bromide 
reaction (AgBr formation) and also the attractive electrostatic forces between SIAC 
and bromide in solution. 
 
DOC removal data which are indicated with solid (GA) and dashed (TA) horizontal 
lines in Figure 6, reveals a significantly higher affinity of Norit SIAC towards GA 
than TA macromolecules. An average of 94% DOC removal was observed for GA 
containing bromide solutions. However, a significantly lower DOC removal efficiency 
of about 52%, was obtained in the case of TA inclusion in all Br‾ solutions. This may 
be because the molecular weight of GA is approximately 10 times lower (170.12 
g/mol) than that of TA (1701.19 g/mol) which could mean that smaller GA molecules 
are more likely to reach and occupy more of the available silver sites in SIAC porous 
structure (Ferro-García et al. 1998). Therefore, the enhanced removal of GA molecules 
may be correlated with the impeded removal of bromide through SIAC, predominantly 
at lower Br‾ concentrations. It can also be concluded that a portion of silver is 
incorporated into smaller pores so that it cannot be reached by TA macromolecules. 
 
3.4.6 Effect of NOM Surrogates on SIAC Bromide Removal Kinetics 
In order to investigate the influence of contact time on the extent of Br‾ removal in the 
presence of TA and GA organic model compounds, adsorption kinetics experiments 
were carried out over the course of 5 hours. The rate of bromide removal in the blank 
solution, without the presence of dissolved organics (DOC), was rapid within the first 
30 minutes and only 6% of initial bromide remained in the solution after the 30 
minutes (Figure 3-7). However, in the solutions containing organic matter (TA and 
GA organics) there was a significant deterioration in the bromide removal efficiency 
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of SIAC. The values for bromide residual were significantly increased to 27 and 30% 
in the presence of TA and GA organics, respectively (Figure 3-7). Upon increasing 
contact time, the extent of Br‾ removal in DOC-containing bromide solutions 
increased consistently and reached its maximum (above 95%) after 300 minutes. 
However, in contrast to the DOC-containing solutions, the maximum bromide 
removal efficiency in the blank solution was reached after only 120 minutes and 
remained relatively unchanged for the rest of the experiment. 
 
Figure 3-7: Bromide uptake behaviour of 200 mg Norit SIAC in three five-hour 
isothermal batch experiments conducted at 6.25 μM initial concentrations of bromide 
without the presence of organics (Blank) and also in the presence of 3.6 mgC/L of 
Tannic acid (TA) and Gallic acid (GA) in 200 mL solution at pH0 6.5 
 
These results showed that the coexistence of TA and GA organic model compounds 
led to a slower bromide removal However, the overall bromide removal capacity 
remained unchanged after continuing the experiment for a longer contact time. The 
main reason for the similar bromide removal capacities observed in all experimental 
conditions is unclear. However, the slower bromide removal rates observed in the 
presence of TA and GA compared to that of blank solution was probably caused by 
inactivation of available silver incorporated into SIAC. In order to further investigate 
the mechanisms of bromide removal in presence of TA and GA organic model 
compounds, the rates for the silver leaching along with the corresponding DOC 
removal results were plotted in Figure 3-8 and 3-9, respectively. The extent of silver 
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leaching over time for the blank and the two DOC-containing bromide solutions is 
shown in Figure 3-8.  
 
Figure 3-8: The silver leaching behaviour of 200 mg Norit SIAC in three five-hour 
isothermal batch experiments conducted at 6.25 μM initial concentrations of bromide 
without presence of organics (Blank) and also in presence of 3.6 mgC/L of Tannic 
acid (TA) and Gallic acid (GA) in 200 mL solution at pH0 6.5 
 
The silver leaching values for blank bromide solution (containing no organic matter) 
were higher than those for TA and GA containing solutions, with the minimum silver 
leaching being achieved in the presence of GA. For example, the silver leaching 
increased from 0.4 up to 1.3 μmol/g of Ag+ during the last three hours of the 
experiment in presence of GA. In comparison, in the absence of organics, the Ag+ 
leaching increased from 2.2 to 2.9 μmol/g. This supports the above mentioned 
hypothesis that the presence of organics can inactivate and block some Ag+ sites 
incorporated into SIAC. For GA, the extent of silver leaching was relatively lower 
compared to that in TA containing bromide solutions, with a maximum of 2.1 μmol/g 
after five hours experiment. The higher amount of silver leaching from SIAC in the 
presence of TA molecules may also be qualitatively consistent with its corresponding 
lower bromide and DOC removal data displayed in Figures 3-7 and 3-9.  
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Figure 3-9: DOC residual in the 200 mL samples containing 3.6 mgC/L of initial 
dissolved organics (dashed line) sourced from Tannic acid (TA) and Gallic acid 
(GA) treated by 200 mg Norit SIAC at pH0 6.5 as a function of time. 
 
The DOC uptake as well as silver leaching behaviours observed in the presence and 
the absence of TA and GA were also different, suggesting that no single factor appears 
to be responsible for the bromide removal process.  During the treatment of solution 
free of organics by SIAC, two possible mechanisms for the removal of bromide can 
be suggested: (i) direct reaction of silver and bromide and precipitation of silver 
bromide (AgBr) on SIAC surface (ii) silver leaching to liquid-phase and consequently 
reacting with bromide so that silver bromide precipitates are formed in the solution. 
In the presence of GA small molecules, the Ag+ active sites are blocked and inactivated 
so that AgBr formation will likely occur until all available Ag+ have reacted. 
Unreacted bromide residuals will then be removed (at a slower rate) through the 
electrostatic chemisorption onto the SIAC reactive sites. The impact of TA on the 
performance of SIAC was found to be different from GA, perhaps due to its 10 and 
20 times higher molecular weight and solubility (Liu et al. 2012). The rates of DOC 
residuals depicted in Figure 3-9 showed significantly higher adsorption capacities of 
SIAC for GA compared to TA. A maximum of 95% of DOC removal was obtained 
during the SIAC treatment of GA containing solution, while this value was reduced 
down to only 40% in presence of similar DOC concentration of TA. Compared to GA, 
the TA larger molecular weight and thus higher steric hindrance, would possibly result 
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in a limited access to the smaller pores of SIAC (Liu et al. 2012). In contrast to GA, 
TA molecules had more deteriorating impact on the extent of silver leaching from 
SIAC. Figure 3-8 shows that the released silver is two times higher for TA compared 
to GA. During the 5 hours of experiment, the Ag+ leaching from the TA containing 
bromide solution was ranged from 1.3 to 2.1 μmol/g, which was in an average, higher 
and lower compared to that in GA and blank Br‾ solutions, respectively. Compared to 
GA, the larger number of phenolic functional groups capable of complexing with Ag+ 
can possibly be the main reason for the higher extent of silver leaching in TA 
containing solution. However, due to the extremely low solubility products for AgBr 
(Ksp = 5.2 × 10‒13), the tendency for the conversion of Ag-TA complexes to the 
formation of AgBr might be increased, towards the end of experiment. Therefore, a 
large portion of bromide is precipitated in solution (unfavourable) instead of being 
attached to the SIAC surface (favourable). Overall, it can be deduced that the 
coexistence of dissolved organics would alter the bromide removal pathways through 
SIAC. However, the presence of smaller organic model compounds such as GA, could 
block the SIAC pores and also would possibly directly inactivate Ag+ sites. 
 
3.4.7 Effect of SRHA and SRFA on Bromide Removal and Silver Leaching 
Properties  
The interfering effect of coexisting SRHA and SRFA NOM isolates on the extent of 
bromide removal through Norit SIAC was investigated for various initial DOC 
concentrations (1, 2 and 4 mgC/L). Figure 3-10a and b compares the simultaneous 
effects of NOM type and concentrations on bromide removal capacity for 0.8 g/L of 
Norit SIAC, representing the highest performance, after 30 and 180 minutes. At 30 
minutes, the bromide residual increased with increasing DOC concentration (Figure 
3-10a). The amount of bromide removed in the blank solution was about 8.3 μmol/g 
(66% removal) which was higher than the corresponding values in presence of NOM 
isolates. However, there was not much differences between the samples containing the 
two NOM isolates. Interestingly, a relatively lower bromide removal capacity was 
observed for the blank solution with increasing contact time (180 minutes). These 
observations were not consistent with previous studies reporting on significant 
reduction in the bromide removal efficiency in the presence organic molecules in the 
bromide solution (Gong et al. 2013; Chen et al. 2017).  
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Figure 3-10: The bromide residual values after (a) 30 minutes and (b) 180 minutes 
batch experiment at three different initial concentration of SRHA and SRFA NOM 
isolates (1, 2 and 4 mgC/L) and in presence of 12.5 μM of bromide using 400 mg 
Norit added to the 500 mL solution at pH0 6.5. An average of bromide residual for a 
blank experiment is also plotted (dashed line), where no organics is added to the 
solution 
 
The DOC removal obtained for both of SRHA and SRFA did not exceed 6 and 12%, 
respectively (data not shown), thus the pore blockage mechanism by NOM molecules 
which is proposed in the literature, may not be the only factor reducing the bromide 
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removal efficiency. Therefore, to better describe the predominant mechanism 
affecting the bromide removal variations in the presence of NOM isolates, the silver 
leaching behaviours of SIAC was investigated in the presence and in the absence of 
Br‾ in NOM-containing solutions. The extent of silver leaching from the Norit SIAC 
as a function of initial SRHA and SRFA concentrations is shown in Figure 3-11.  
 
Figure 3-11: The silver residual values after 360 minutes batch experiment at three 
different initial concentration of SRHA and SRFA NOM isolates (1, 2 and 4 mgC/L) 
and in presence and in the absence of 12.5 μM of bromide using 400 mg Norit added 
to the 500 mL solution at pH0 6.5. 
 
According to these observations, the significantly higher silver leaching values were 
associated with blank NOM-containing solutions with no Br‾ interferences. It has been 
reported that there is a high affinity in SRFA and SRHA for Ag+ due to the presence 
of electron donating groups containing oxygen (e.g. carboxylic acids and phenols) 
(Settimio et al. 2015). Therefore, one possibility describing the silver leaching results 
can be attributed to the release of silver from SIAC in the form of Ag+–NOM 
complexes. From the silver leaching results shown in Figure 3-11, it can be deduced 
that the bromide removal was taken place through a combined pathway. Part of the 
bromide in the liquid-phase directly reacts with the available silver incorporated into 
SIAC so that the formation of AgBr precipitates would reduce the extent of silver 
leaching in to solution. Alternatively, the rest of the bromide will be removed by 
aqueous-phase precipitation of Ag+ which has leached into solution. Moreover, for 
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both types of NOM isolates, the silver leaching became more significant with the 
increase in initial DOC concentration from 1 to 4 mgC/L. However, the extent of silver 
leaching is observed to be relatively higher in the presence of SRHA compared to 
those of SRFA. A possible mechanism explaining the latter is that the SRHA 
molecules contain an approximately two times higher nitrogen content (e.g. amines, 
amides and heterocyclic nitrogens) compared to those of SRFA, while they both have 
a similar carbon content. This can be attributed to the increased the ratio of N/C in 
NOM molecules so that the affinity of NOM molecules for silver sites of the SIAC 
would be increased (Cawley et al. 2013; Yoo et al. 2016) 
 
3.4.8 Implications for the Bromide Removal from a Real Water Matrix  
A real water matrix from a bore in Western Australia with specifications given in 
Table 3-1 was employed for the assessment of two types of SIAC (WT400 and Norit) 
and the GAC for their bromide and DOC removal performances. No reduction in 
bromide concentration was detected when using WT400 SIAC and GAC during 180 
minutes. Whereas for DOC removal, both WT400 SIAC and GAC were performing 
relatively efficiently, with DOC residual values of 1.31 and 1.16 mgC/L, respectively 
(above 60% removal efficiency). On the other hand, Figure 3-12 compares the Br‾, 
DOC and SUVA254 values of real water sample before and after the treatment with 
Norit SIAC. 
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Figure 3-12: The initial (black) and residual (grey) values after 180 minutes batch 
experiment using 200 mg Norit added to the 200 mL solution at pH0 7.1. 
  
According to these observations, Br‾ concentration was reduced from 2 µM to 0.7 µM, 
indicating a removal efficiency of 60%. Additionally, DOC also decreased by 65%, 
where the 3.7 mgC/L of initial DOC in raw water sample was lowered to about 1.2 
mgC/L after 180 minutes. Unlike the Br‾ and DOC residuals in treated water, the 
SUVA254 value increased after the treatment with Norit SIAC. In fact, the extent of 
aromaticity in DOC residual, measured by SUVA254, was not removed during the 
SIAC treatment. This result would suggest that the Norit SIAC has low affinity for the 
adsorption of aromatic fractions of NOM molecules. Previous studies also showed that 
NOM molecules containing lower aromaticity and consequently higher hydrophilic 
fractions induced higher binding capacities and affinities for Ag+ compared to the 
corresponding hydrophobic NOM with higher degree of aromaticity (Yoo et al. 2016). 
 
3.5 Conclusions 
This study confirmed that silver-carbon adsorbents are highly efficient in the removal 
of bromide at concentrations relevant to drinking source waters and that fresh GAC 
also appears to remove appreciable concentrations of bromide. However, several other 
factors that have not been considered in previous similar studies such as kinetics of 
bromide adsorption and the leaching of silver from the SIAC into the treated water, 
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were assessed. More than 66% removal of bromide was observed after the first 30 
minutes in water free of organics, where no other interfering species existed. However, 
as the adsorption proceeded to 180 min, the rate for the bromide removal slowed down. 
This is attributable to the reduction of available adsorption sites on SIAC. Langmuir 
and Freundlich isotherms were also employed to study bromide adsorption. It was 
found that the bromide removal properties of fresh SIAC were perfectly described by 
using the Freundlich adsorption model. However, for the second and third adsorption 
experiments, the Langmuir isotherm showed an improved fit to the experimental data. 
This suggests that the sorption of Br‾ onto SIAC is likely to involve co-precipitation 
reactions between the Ag+ sites on the SIAC and Br‾ species in the solution. Assuming 
the multilayer adsorption theory (Freundlich theory), the AgBr precipitation reaction 
is likely to occur and will continue until all available silver has reacted. Despite the 
superior bromide removal achieved in the absence of organic and inorganic 
interferences, interesting results were obtained for the SIAC treatment of a real water 
samples containing 0.155 and 3.37 mg/L of initial bromide and DOC, respectively.  It 
was observed that the bromide and DOC removal efficiency were both above 60% 
after 180 min of agitation. However, the SUVA254 value indicating the extent of 
aromaticity in the natural organic matter residual, was found to be increased after 
SIAC treatment. These results along with DOC uptake results obtained for TA and 
GA organic molecules would suggest that SIAC has low affinity for the adsorption of 
aromatic fractions of NOM molecules. 
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4.1 Abstract 
In the previous chapter, silver impregnated activated carbon (SIAC) has been found 
to be effective in removing bromide from synthetic and real water samples. However, 
there are still uncertainties regarding its silver leaching properties, and strategies for 
the prevention of silver leaching have remained elusive. The focus of this Chapter is 
therefore on the evaluation of one type of commercially available SIAC for its ability 
to remove bromide while minimising silver leaching from the material. Both synthetic 
and real water matrices were tested. The study results suggest that the extent of silver 
incorporation is not the only factor determining the efficiency of SIAC for bromide 
removal applications. Depending on solution pH, it was found that modification of the 
SIAC surface (shifting the point of zero charge pH (pHPZC)) can potentially result in 
additional bromide removal while minimising the extent of silver leaching from SIAC. 
To mitigate silver leaching, the SIAC was preconditioned at high pH (pH 10.4). To 
better understand the mechanism of silver leaching from SIAC, eight preconditioning 
environments, i.e. variable pH and ionic strength (IS) were tested for a fixed amount 
of SIAC and two preconditioning environments were selected for a more detailed 
investigation. It was found that preconditioning at pH 10.4 and also in 1 mM sodium 
perchlorate did not deteriorate the capacity of SIAC to remove bromide, but that it 
decreased the release of silver in the form of ionic silver (Ag+), silver bromide (AgBr) 
and silver chloride (AgCl) by 40%. The assessment of preconditioned SIAC in a 
natural water matrix showed a similar bromide removal capacity compared to that of 
pristine SIAC. However, SIAC preconditioned at pH 10.4 had almost three-times 
lower silver leaching compared to pristine SIAC. These results suggest that 
preconditioned SIAC has the potential to be effective for bromide removal with 
minimised silver leaching from drinking source water in a long-term field application. 
 
4.2 Introduction 
Naturally occurring bromide in drinking water source creates a multitude of problems 
for water utilities (Heeb et al. 2014; Allard et al. 2015). When water is disinfected by 
chlorine, bromide is rapidly converted to hypobromous acid (HOBr) (Kumar and 
Margerum 1987) which reacts in an analogous way to chlorine (HOCl). However, 
reactions involving HOBr are generally several orders of magnitude faster than those 
of HOCl (Criquet et al. 2012, 2015). Furthermore, the toxicity of halogenated 
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disinfection by-products (DBPs) is generally increased in chlorinated waters 
containing bromide, mainly due to the fact that brominated DBPs (Br-DBPs) are more 
toxic than chlorinated DBPs (Cl-DBPs) (Flury et al. 1993). In addition, bromide can 
be considered as a catalyst in many of the reactions involving chlorine in drinking 
water supply systems (Duirk et al. 2008; Criquet et al. 2012). In addition to the 
formation of disinfection by-products, bromide in source water causes water quality 
problems including increased disinfectant loss (Sedlak et al. 2011) and higher 
concentrations of odorous brominated compounds (Acero et al. 2005; McDonald et al. 
2013). The presence of bromide can also be advantageous e.g., it can expedite the 
oxidation of manganese (II) to MnO2 which is removed by a filtration process and 
increase the rate of iodide oxidation to iodate minimising the formation of toxic I-
DBPs (Allard et al. 2013; Allard et al. 2015; Criquet et al. 2012). However, Br-DBPs 
and organic bromine, typically measured as adsorbable organic bromine (AOBr), have 
recently been reported as the dominant halogenated species after chlorination of 
ground- and surface- raw waters containing high concentrations of bromide (Tan et al. 
2016; Langsa et al. 2017). In addition, during disinfection with ozone, bromide can 
form bromate, a regulated DBP and suspected carcinogen. Bromide is oxidised to 
bromate via a complex series of mechanisms (von Gunten 2003) and its formation 
may be minimised by pH control (Allard et al. 2013). However, the best way to avoid 
the formation of bromate is to remove bromide prior to the final disinfection step. 
 
There is currently no economically viable method for the selective removal of bromide 
from drinking water sources. Tight membrane processes such as reverse osmosis and 
nanofiltration are the only commercially available methods which can effectively 
remove halides to very low levels (Harrison et al. 2007; Khan et al. 2005). However, 
these are not considered economical where the primary objective is bromide reduction 
due to issues such as susceptibility to fouling and scaling, high energy consumption, 
short lifespan and high cost. These shortcomings, and the fact that membrane 
processes actually treat water to a much higher purity than required, have led to a need 
for alternative methods for bromide removal. Studies investigating the selective 
removal of bromide during drinking water treatment processes have mainly focused 
on adsorption techniques which can be readily retrofitted to existing conventional 
water treatment processes for minimal capital and operational cost. Magnetic ion-
exchange resins (Hsu et al. 2010), aluminium chloride salt (Ge et al. 2007, 2008), 
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mixed metal hydrous oxides (Chubar et al. 2005; Chubar 2011) and layered double 
hydroxides have been proposed as adsorbents for bromide removal (Echigo et al. 
2007; Chitrakar et al. 2008; Lv et al. 2008). Activated carbon (AC) materials have 
conventionally been effective for the sorption of organic carbon, but several recent 
studies reported that AC materials have low selectivity for bromide uptake from 
natural waters (Hoskins et al., 2002; Kristiana et al., 2011; Watson et al., 2016). 
Silver impregnated activated carbon (SIAC) materials are known for their excellent 
antibacterial properties in water disinfection processes and have been utilised for this 
purpose for a number of years (Ortiz-Ibarra et al. 2007; Bandyopadhyaya et al. 2008). 
Due to the high affinity of halide ions towards silver, recent research has shown that 
SIAC can also be a promising alternative for the removal of halides from water 
(Hoskins et al. 2002; Gong et al. 2013; Watson et al. 2016).  
 
Silver halides are very insoluble in water, with their solubility constants (Ksp) 
decreasing in the order of the occurrence of their respective halide ion in natural 
waters: AgCl (Ksp = 2.8 × 10‾10) > AgBr (Ksp = 5.2 × 10‾13) > AgI (Ksp = 8.5 × 10‾17). 
Hence, even in the presence of high concentrations of chloride, i.e. 100-fold higher 
than bromide and iodide, these minor ions can be selectively removed from solution 
using silver. However, the direct addition of silver, as in silver salts, to water is not 
practical due to the difficulties in removing very fine silver halide particulates (AgX) 
from water, not to mention ethical and regulatory hurdles surrounding the prospect of 
adding silver directly to water supplies (the Australian Drinking Water Guideline 
maximum value for silver is 0.1 mg/L). Therefore, a form of silver that is immobilised, 
for example within a filter medium, would be a potential solution for the removal of 
undesirable halides in a water treatment process. 
 
It has been found that SIAC (1.05 wt % silver) can be an efficient adsorbent in 
removing iodide (I‾) from solution, where silver content, total iodide concentration, 
and solution pH were identified as the controlling factors (Hoskins et al. 2002). If the 
molar concentration of silver is greater than that of iodide (MAg,SIAC > MI,Total), 
precipitation of silver iodide is the dominant removal mechanism and excess unreacted 
silver would be leached into solution, with the amount leached increasing with 
decreasing pH (Hoskins et al. 2002). In another study, silver-doped carbon aerogels 
(Ag-aerogel) were successfully synthesized and assessed for the simultaneous removal 
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of bromide and iodide from synthetic and natural waters (Sánchez-Polo et al. 2007). 
This study showed that the Ag-aerogels have high bromide uptake capacity (above 
90%), while the addition of excess chloride (Cl‾, 40 mg/L) reduced the capacity to 
adsorb bromide by 36%. However, the extent of silver leaching was not determined in 
this research, where relatively high concentrations of silver (4 – 10 wt% silver) 
compared to those of bromide (0 – 10 µM) were used (Sánchez-Polo et al. 2007).  
 
A recent study compared the efficiency of a commercially available SIAC with 
0.1wt% silver and its equivalent unimpregnated activated carbon for the simultaneous 
removal of bromide, iodide and NOM from water (Watson et al. 2016). Their results 
showed that the combination of enhanced coagulation (EC) with SIAC treatment can 
remove more than 95% of bromide, while EC coupled with unimpregnated activated 
carbon removed only 26% of bromide. However, the authors stated that further 
investigation towards the understanding of silver leaching mechanisms is required in 
order to apply this type of SIAC to bromide removal in a large-scale water treatment 
plant (Watson et al. 2016). A more recent study reported on the development of SIAC 
preparation to enhance removal of Br‾ from natural waters so that the formation of 
brominated trihalomethanes (THMs) is controlled (Chen et al. 2017). Although the 
silver impregnation process was identified as one of main factors affecting the Br‾ 
removal efficiency, no quantification on the extent of silver leaching from the SIAC 
was reported. 
 
Therefore, one of the main objectives of this research was to better understand the 
mechanisms of silver leaching from SIAC under typical water treatment conditions in 
order to develop approaches to minimise silver leaching during bromide removal 
applications. In this study, several factors that govern the practicalities of the use of 
SIAC for bromide removal, including the kinetics of bromide adsorption and, in 
particular, the leaching of silver from the SIAC to the treated water, were investigated. 
The SIAC was first conditioned in order to reduce silver leaching based on the SIAC 
surface chemistry (i.e. point of zero charge pH). Then, the reaction pathways of the 
silver and bromide reactions were determined for both pristine and conditioned SIAC. 
In the last step, the bromide removal and silver leaching properties of SIAC were 
examined in a real water sample to identify the most important interferences from 
components of a natural water matrix. 
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4.3 Materials and Methods 
4.3.1 Chemical, Reagents and Analytical Methods 
Silver nitrate (AgNO3 AR grade, ≥99.5%) was obtained from Rowe Scientific Pty Ltd. 
Sodium bromide (NaBr ReagentPlus®, ≥99%), potassium nitrate (KNO3 ACS 
reagent, ≥99.0%), sodium perchlorate (NaClO4 ACS reagent, ≥98.0%) were 
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. All other reagents used including sodium chloride 
(NaCl), sodium hydroxide (NaOH), nitric acid (HNO3, 70%) and hydrochloric acid 
(HCl, 34%) were supplied by Ajax Finechem Pty Ltd. These were of analytical reagent 
(AR) grade purity and were used without further purification. Ultrapure water 
produced by an ELGA water purification system (resistivity of 18.2 MΩ.cm) was used 
throughout this study for the preparation of reagents and solutions unless otherwise 
indicated. Norit AG grade silver impregnated, granular activated carbon with 18×40 
mesh size (0.42-1.00 mm) and nominal silver content of 0.1wt% and total surface area 
(SBET) equal to 1050 m2/g was provided by Cabot Norit, Amersfoort, The Netherlands. 
A real water matrix from a groundwater bore in Western Australia with the following 
water quality parameters was used in this study; [SO42–] = 35 mg/L, [HCO3–] = 180 
mg/L, [Cl‾] = 570 mg/L, [Br‾] = 1.8 mg/L and [DOC] = 1.6 mgC/L. The total silver 
concentrations in solutions were measured using a Varian Model SpectrAA 50 flame 
atomic absorption spectrophotometer (AAS) with a nominal limit of detection (LOD) 
of 0.02 mg/L of Ag. Bromide, chloride and nitrate concentrations were measured in a 
single method using a Dionex ICS 3000 ion chromatography system with a Dionex 
IonPac AS9-SC (4.0 mm × 250 mm) analytical column, where the detection limit was 
5 µg/L. The pH of the solution was measured using a Hach 40d pH meter equipped 
with PHC101 electrode. In order to determine the point of zero charge pH (pHPZC) of 
SIAC, the pH was adjusted by addition of NaOH (10 mM) or HNO3 (10 mM) to 
sodium nitrate (NaNO3: 50 mL of a 0.01 M solution). SIAC (0.15 g) was added to 
each of the different pH solutions and the solutions were agitated for 72 h (Putra et al. 
2009). The pHPZC was estimated to be 7.2 ± 0.1. 
 
4.3.2 SIAC Washing and Pretreatment 
In order to remove fine particulates and water soluble impurities, SIAC particles were 
thoroughly washed 15 times with ultrapure water until no further turbidity was 
observed in the washing water. Dried SIAC (30.00 g) was weighed into a clean beaker 
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and was then rinsed in ultrapure water (200 mL) followed by ultrasonication for 5 min 
at ambient temperature. This was necessary to ensure loose silver-carbon fines were 
removed from the SIAC porous structure. Therefore, 15 times washed SIAC was used 
throughout this study unless otherwise indicated. The resulting SIAC particles were 
then dried overnight at 110 °C for further use. To evaluate the impact of washing on 
the chemical properties of the conditioned SIAC, samples were taken from the waste 
washing water after the first, second, third, tenth and the last washing step. The 
samples were then filtered through a 0.22 μm syringe filter and analysed for silver, 
chloride and nitrate. The 15 times washed SIAC, (called pristine SIAC in this 
manuscript), was further treated under various pH and ionic strength conditions. The 
pH and ionic strength values for the conditioning solutions were adjusted using 
sodium hydroxide (NaOH; 100 mM) and sodium perchlorate (NaClO4; 1 M), 
respectively. 
 
4.3.3 Batch Adsorption Studies 
Batch adsorption tests were carried out by adding dried SIAC samples (0.40 g) to 
synthetic water samples (500 mL). Lovibond jar testing apparatus with 6 stirring 
places equipped with a water bath was used for the isothermal kinetic and equilibrium 
studies at 30 ± 0.5 °C with agitation speeds of 50, 150 and 200 rpm. In order to 
compare the ion uptake and leaching capacity of the SIAC for all experiments, the 
following correction factor was used: 
 
   Ct = VLmA (Ct,ins)     (4.1) 
 
where Ct (µmole/g) is the liquid-phase concentration per unit mass of SIAC, Ct,ins  
(µmole/L) is the liquid-phase concentration read by instrument, VL (L) is the total 
volume of solution and mA (g) represents the mass of SIAC. No buffer solution was 
used for the purpose of pH adjustment so that interferences by coexisting ions could 
be prevented. The pH values were, therefore, monitored during the experiments. 
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4.4 Results and Discussion 
4.4.1 Optimal Stirring Rate for the Bromide Removal Using Pristine SIAC 
In general, a higher stirring rate can minimise the influence of film mass transfer 
resistance in the vicinity of the adsorbent surface (Levenspiel 1999). However, it has 
been reported that the SIAC surface can intensify the oxidative dissolution of silver 
presumably due to the high concentration of oxygen available in the pores of the 
activated carbon (Hoskins et al. 2002). Therefore, in this study, the trade-off between 
bromide removal and silver leaching at various agitation speeds was evaluated to 
determine an optimal stirring rate for batch experiments (i.e. highest bromide removal 
and lowest silver leaching). For this purpose, the kinetics of silver leaching were 
determined at 50, 150 and 200 rpm in ultrapure water in the absence of bromide. This 
range was chosen based on preliminary bromide uptake and silver leaching tests which 
showed that the adsorption properties of SIAC were not influenced by stirring rates 
above 200 rpm. Although the amount of silver leaching to the solution increased with 
stirring time, no significant variation in silver concentration was observed with 
increasing stirring rate (Figure 4-1).  
 
Figure 4-1: Effect of stirring rate on silver leaching from pristine SIAC. 
 
Under stagnant conditions (zero rpm for 30 minutes) the amount of silver leached was 
negligible (i.e., < 0.02 mg/L). In a complementary experiment, the effect of stirring 
rate and time on the bromide removal capacity of SIAC was evaluated. The highest 
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bromide removal capacity was achieved at 150 rpm, where more than 90% of bromide 
was removed after 90 min of continuous agitation, while the lowest efficiency was 
observed for a stirring rate of 50 rpm (Figure 4-2).  
 
At low stirring rate (50 rpm), it is proposed that a concentration gradient between the 
SIAC surface and the bulk solution builds-up. This slightly slows down the bromide 
access to the SIAC surface which is thought to be the main reason for the lower 
bromide uptake. At 200 rpm and above, the silver clusters within the carbon are 
possibly damaged and detached from the carbon due to the high turbulence intensity. 
High turbulence would also hinder the attachment of bromide on the adsorbent, which 
would consequently slightly minimise bromide uptake capacity from 94 to 86% at 150 
rpm. 
 
Figure 4-2: Bromide removal behaviour of pristine SIAC (400 mg) at different 
agitation speeds. Initial bromide concentration: 1mg/L (12.5 μM). 
 
4.4.2 Bromide Uptake: Complexation with Silver vs Physisorption  
Bromide solutions were stirred with a fixed amount of SIAC (0.4 g) for up to 3 hours. 
The bromide removals achieved were 98% and 93%, for the two lowest bromide 
concentrations of 12.5 and 25 µM, respectively (Figure 4-3a). As expected, the percent 
bromide removal decreased with increasing bromide concentration presumably due to 
the limited number of accessible silver sites to precipitate the bromide ions. These 
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trends are in agreement with similar studies reported elsewhere using various types of 
SIAC and also Ag-doped carbon aerogels (Chen et al. 2017; Sánchez-Polo et al. 2007).  
 
Figure 4-3: (a) Bromide uptake and (b) chloride release from unconditioned SIAC 
(400 mg). Initial bromide concentrations: 2.5, 25, 50 and75 μM. 
 
However, the amount of bromide removed by the SIAC (up to 50 µM) was 
significantly higher than the silver content of SIAC (13.6 µmol/g equal to 0.11 wt% 
reported by the manufacturer). Therefore, these results suggest that there may be other 
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mechanisms involved in the bromide removal by SIAC, since there is not enough 
silver to react with all the bromide. As in Figure 2a, the bromide concentration was 
significantly reduced from 25 µM to less than 1 µM indicating a 93% bromide removal 
efficiency. However, when the initial bromide concentration was increased to 75 µM, 
only 53% of bromide was removed through SIAC. The uptake of bromide was 
inversely correlated with the release of chloride into solution, with increasing initial 
bromide concentrations promoting greater release of chloride to the solution (Figure 
4-3b), suggesting the involvement of an ion exchange process (i.e. bromide ions 
exchange with chloride ions entrained within the SIAC pores). For example at 75 μM 
intial bromide concentration, almost 40 and 43.7 μM of bromide removal and chloride 
residual were achieved, respectively. In a blank experiment without bromide, the 
extent of silver and chloride leaching were determined over the first 90 minutes of 
contact time, where pH decreased from 6.5 to 4.3 (Figure 4-1 at 150 rpm). The pH 
decrease was probably due to increased dissolution of carbon dioxide in the unbuffered 
blank solution. The amount of silver leached into the solution was similar to that of 
chloride (with a maximum of 6.5 μmol/g). This suggests that most of the silver may 
be leached out from pristine SIAC as AgCl. A maximum of less than 1 μmol/g of 
nitrate was leached from SIAC for a contact time of 180 min, suggesting that in our 
conditions the silver leaching from SIAC was not in the form of silver nitrate as had 
been suggested in a previous study (Watson et al. 2016).  
 
The point of zero charge pH (pHPZC ) has been used to determine the electrostatic 
properties of SIAC and Ag-doped aerogels in bromide removal applications (Chen et 
al. 2017; Sánchez-Polo et al. 2007). The SIAC pHPZC was measured as 7.2 which was 
greater than the solution pH (6.5) and therefore, the SIAC surface would be positively 
charged (pHsolution < pHPZC). Consequently, the attraction of bromide anions to the 
SIAC by electrostatic interactions would be favoured. Since AgBr is less soluble than 
AgCl, the formation of AgBr (s) is favoured over the formation of AgCl(s) during the 
bromide removal process. Apart from silver-halide interactions, the bromide removal 
pathway via electrostatic interaction with SIAC (physisorption) would be 
unfavourable in natural waters, where the concentration of chloride is typically 300-
fold greater than that of bromide (Sánchez-Polo et al. 2007; Watson et al. 2016). In 
addition, silver leaching from conventional SIAC is significant. Both of these 
considerations limit the practicality of using conventional SIAC in drinking water 
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treatment operations. Therefore, novel approaches to mitigate silver leaching and also 
to limit the bromide removal pathway to direct complexation with silver on the surface 
of SIAC were investigated. 
 
4.4.3 Preconditioning of SIAC for Improved Performance: Mitigation of Silver 
Leaching   
In order to identify the capacity of SIAC for the removal of bromide via direct 
complexation with silver, the SIAC was washed at various pH values and ionic 
strengths in order to remove part of the chloride.  The extent of silver and chloride 
leaching after three hours in solutions containing 400 mg of SIAC is shown in Figure 
4-4a and b. The amount of chloride leaching increased with increasing pH from 6.6 to 
10.4 for pristine SIAC, where the amount of chloride released from the SIAC reached 
its maximum at pH 10.4 (Figure 4-4a). This is suggestive of displacement of Cl‾ by 
hydroxide (OH‾) from the SIAC surface. In another experiment, the influence of ionic 
strength was investigated. Sodium perchlorate was used because the perchlorate ion is 
less likely than other ions to precipitate silver and has a high affinity to replace the 
chloride on the surface of the SIAC (Gu et al. 2001; Haynes 2014).  
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Figure 4-4: (a) Effect of increasing the pH of the SIAC treatment solution on the 
amount of silver and chloride leaching from the SIACand (b) effect of increasing 
ionic strength at fixed initial pH (8.2) on the amount of silver and chloride leaching 
from the SIAC. 
 
Increasing sodium perchlorate concentration slightly increased chloride release and 
significantly reduced silver leaching (Figure 4-4b). From these results, two methods 
for preconditioning the SIAC were selected: (a) pH 8.2 with NaClO4 at 1 mM and (b) 
pH 10.4 without NaClO4. The preconditioning procedures were repeated five times 
using fresh solutions at each stage to maximise chloride removal from SIAC. In both 
cases the highest levels of both silver and chloride were leached in the first step 
(Tables 4-1). However, the higher affinity of hydroxide groups for the exchange with 
chloride compared to that of perchlorate led to higher chloride leaching when SIAC 
was treated at pH 10.4 compared to 1 mM NaClO4 at pH 8.2. 
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Table 4-1: Silver and chloride leaching from the SIAC during preconditioning (at 
pH 10.4 and in 1mM of NaClO4 at pH 8.2). Samples were filtered through 0.22μm 
filter membrane prior to analysis. 
 
To further confirm these impacts, the rate of silver and chloride leaching from the 
SIAC treated under each preconditioning environment were examined by measuring 
the appearance of Ag+ and Cl‾ in ultrapure water (Figures 4-5a and b). Comparing the 
silver leaching results for preconditioned SIAC (Figure 4-5a) with those of pristine 
SIAC (Figure 4-1) clearly showed that both preconditioning methods were successful 
in minimising silver leaching. However, in the SIAC preconditioned at pH 10.4, silver 
concentrations in the solution were below the analytical detection limit (0.02 mg/L) 
during the 180 min of the experiment, compared to 5.3 µmol/g after 90 minutes from 
pristine SIAC (Figure 4-1). Additionally, the amount of chloride released from the 
SIAC preconditioned in perchlorate solution at pH 8.2 (Figure 4-5a) was similar to 
that released from pristine SIAC (Figure 4-1), whereas preconditioning at pH 10.4 
significantly decreased the leaching of chloride (Figure 4-5b). These results indicated 
that preconditioning at pH 10.4 may be more beneficial than preconditioning using 1 
mM NaClO4 at pH 8.2. 
 
Number of Treatments [Ag
+] 
(μmol/g) [Cl
‾] (μmol/g) pHt=30min 
1sttreatment (pH 8.2, 1mM NaClO4) 0.06 13.8  ± 0.1 7.7 
2ndtreatment (pH 8.2, 1mM 
NaClO4) 
0.04 8.3  ± 0.2 7.6 
3rdtreatment (pH 8.2, 1mM NaClO4) 0.03 7.0  ± 0.4 7.5 
4thtreatment (pH 8.2, 1mM NaClO4) 0.06 5.6  ± 0.2 7.8 
5thtreatment (pH 8.2, 1mM NaClO4) 0.05 6.6  ± 0.1 8.0 
1sttreatment (pH 10.4) 0.15 31.4  ± 0.37 9.2 
2ndtreatment (pH 10.4) 0.05 21.0  ± 2.42 9.6 
3rdtreatment (pH 10.4) 0.08 7.4  ± 0.04 9.9 
4thtreatment (pH 10.4) < LOD 3.1  ± 0.05 10.1 
5th treatment (pH 10.4) < LOD 2.0  ± 0.1 10.1 
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Figure 4-5: Effect of preconditioning on ion release behaviour: 1 mM of NaClO4 (a) 
at pH 8.2 and (b) at pH 10.4. Mass of preconditioned SIAC: 400 mg. Silver was 
below the limit of detection (0.02 mg/L) in (b). 
 
To further assess the efficiency of various preconditioning approaches, the mass of 
silver coating was determined before and after bromide removal experiments using 
different types of SIAC. Previous studies on silver leaching have shown that iodide 
removal from solution using SIAC could occur either via the immobilisation of iodide 
on silver ion attached to the SIAC or by precipitation of silver ion in solution to form 
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suspended silver precipitates (Hoskins et al. 2002). The concentrations of dissolved 
and immobilised silver in solution were followed before and after bromide removal 
experiments using both pristine and conditioned SIAC. Batch experiments were 
performed in which SIAC was stirred in the presence of 12.5 µM initial bromide for 
3 hours in ultrapure water with no interfering ions. The total amount of silver in 
solution was determined by direct acidification of the solution after removing the 
SIAC granules by filtering the final solutions through grade 4 qualitative filter paper. 
Preconditioning at pH 10.4 showed the highest amount of silver retained on the SIAC, 
with minimal difference (less than 3%) between the initial (13.2 μmol/g) and final 
(12.9 μmol/g) silver on the SIAC being observed (Table 4-2). 
  
Table 4-2: Silver mass balance for pristine and preconditioned SIAC. Initial 
bromide concentration: 12.5 μM. Contact time: 3 h. Mixing speed: 150 rpm. SIAC 
dose: 0.8 g/L. Initial pH 6.5. 
 
Preconditioning in 1 mM of perchlorate solution at pH 8.2 still significantly reduced 
the silver loss compared to pristine SIAC (40% loss using pristine SIAC compared to 
about 16% loss using the preconditioned SIAC). Therefore, the highest silver residual 
was achieved for the SIAC conditioned at pH 10.4, likely representing silver bromide 
(or chloride) precipitates trapped into the carbon substrate. On the other hand, SIAC 
with no preconditioning had the highest silver loss after 3 hours (Table 4-2).  
 
A schematic illustrating the proposed interactions between the silver particles with 
halide is shown in Figure 4-6. When pHsolution<pHPZC, the SIAC is in a favourable 
condition to hold Ag+ which attracts the negatively charged halides from the solution 
 
No further 
treatment 
(μmol/g) 
Treated at pH 
8.2, 1mM 
NaClO4 
(μmol/g) 
Treated at 
pH 10.4 
(μmol/g) 
[Ag+]t=0Initial silver coating on 
the SIAC after preconditioning 13.6 ± 0.8 9.1 ± 0.3 13.2 ± 0.5 
[Ag+]t=180min Dissolved in 
solution 1.3± 0.1 0.5± 0.1 < LOD 
[Ag+]t=180min Total (precipitated 
+ dissolved) in solution 3.8 ± 0.1 1.7 ± 0.1 0.8 ± 0.1 
[Ag+]t=180min Remaining on the 
SIAC 8.1 ± 0.2 7.6 ± 0.3 12.9 ± 0.1 
Silver loss (%) 40 16.5 3 
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via chemisorption (pathway 1). When pHsolution>pHPZC, silver is released from the 
SIAC to the bulk solution and repulsive electrostatic interactions between negatively 
charged SIAC and halides occur, leading to the formation of AgX in the aqueous phase 
(pathway 2).  
 
 
Figure 4-6: Schematic illustration of the proposed interactions of pristine SIAC with 
silver ions as a function of solution pH. 
 
In this study, both pristine and preconditioned SIAC are expected to be positively 
charged in solution (pathway 1). However, it is hypothesised that the chloride 
contamination of the pristine SIAC leads to a release of silver to the solution. The 
higher AgCl solubility allows it to diffuse into the bulk solution, as opposed to 
immediate precipitation on the Ag coating and thereby causes a high loss of Ag. On 
the other hand, the AgBr solubility is extremely low (Ksp = 5.2 × 10–13)(Haynes 2014), 
therefore, any AgBr formed will tend to precipitate immediately on the adjacent Ag 
coating in the process of surface co-precipitation (Stumm 1992). Overall, the 
preconditioning of SIAC at high pH has high potential to alter the bromide and silver 
interaction from an unwanted aqueous phase precipitation reaction to a desirable 
chemisorption mechanism (i.e. surface co-precipitation) occurring on the surface of 
the SIAC. 
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4.4.4 Performance Evaluation of Preconditioned SIAC 
In order to further assess the impact of the preconditioning processes in minimising 
silver leaching from the SIAC at higher bromide concentrations, the concentrations of 
bromide and chloride were measured for both the pristine and the preconditioned 
SIAC samples (Figure 4-7a and b). The use of pristine SIAC resulted in a higher 
bromide uptake from the solution compared to the preconditioned SIAC samples. 
However, the amount of silver incorporation (Table 4-2) was significantly lower than 
the amount of bromide removed by pristine SIAC which indicates that a large 
proportion of the bromide was removed through attractive electrostatic (physisorption) 
interactions, rather than silver-bromide reactions. This removal mechanism would not 
be practical in a real water matrix where the chloride ions are present in much higher 
amounts than bromide (Br‾/Cl‾ ratio of 1:300 by weight) because the extent of 
physisorption for chloride would be similar to that for bromide, i.e., there is less 
preferential removal of bromide in the physisorption mechanism than in the silver 
halide formation mechanism. Furthermore, due to the negative surface charge of 
pristine SIAC in natural water systems (pH ≥ 7), the propensity for adsorption of 
bromide to the surface of SIAC would be weaker. 
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Figure 4-7: Effect of preconditioning on (a) bromide and (b) chloride residuals in 
solution. Batch experiment of three hours; initial bromide concentrations: 12.5, 25, 
50 and 75 μM; SIAC mass: 400 mg. 
 
To find out to what extent the reaction between silver and bromide occurred on the 
surface of SIAC, the concentration of silver remaining on the SIAC was quantified 
after the bromide removal experiment (Figure 4-8). As a general trend, the higher the 
concentration of bromide the lower the silver residual and, therefore, it was concluded 
that exposure to higher bromide concentrations resulted in higher amounts of silver 
being released into solution. However, the extent of silver release for the SIAC 
preconditioned at pH 10.4 was much lower than the SIAC preconditioned at pH 8.2 
and the pristine SIAC. These results further demonstrate the effectiveness of SIAC 
preconditioning at high pH to minimise silver loss. 
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Figure 4-8: Effect of preconditioning and bromide initial concentration on the total 
concentration of silver remaining on SIAC. Contact time: 3 hours; mass of SIAC: 
400 mg. 
 
Given that SIAC preconditioned at high pH was the most promising in terms of 
minimal silver leaching, the SIAC particles subjected to this treatment were further 
investigated in a more complex environment. Figure 4-9 shows the extent of silver 
leaching and bromide removal of both the pristine SIAC and the SIAC preconditioned 
at pH 10.4 in the presence of dissolved chloride and in a real water sample. For all 
types of SIAC, it was found that increasing the concentration of chloride and bromide 
increased the AgX precipitation reaction, resulting in increased concentrations of total 
silver residuals in solution. The silver leaching results were also compared to those 
obtained in a real groundwater matrix, where the concentrations of bromide and 
chloride were 22.5 µM and 16 mM (1.8 and 57 mg/L), respectively. The bromide 
residual results obtained for both types of SIAC revealed a similar bromide removal 
capacity in synthetic and real water samples, revealing that the preconditioning did 
not deteriorate the SIAC efficiency for the bromide removal application. For a fixed 
amount of SIAC, the higher concentration of chloride resulted in a higher bromide 
residual left in the solution, due to the limitation of available silver sites on the SIAC. 
However, SIAC preconditioned at pH 10.4 had significantly lower silver leaching in 
the real water sample compared to pristine SIAC. As expected with a real water sample 
(pH 8.6), both pristine (pHPZC=7.2) and preconditioned (pHPZC=8.1) SIAC would be 
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negatively charged (pHsolution>pHPZC) so that the repulsive electrostatic interactions 
between the SIAC surface and halides could generate an aqueous-phase reaction 
between silver and bromide. As a result, the amount of silver leaching in 
preconditioned SIAC has slightly increased compared to the extent of silver leaching 
obtained for synthetic water samples at pH 6.5. 
 
 
Figure 4-9: (a) Silver and (b) bromide residuals in solution after treatment of real or 
synthetic waters with pristine or preconditioned SIAC (400 mg) in the presence of 
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excess chloride. Br‾/Cl‾ ratio of 1:300 by weight in synthetic water and 1:350 by 
weight in real water sample. Contact time: 3 hours. 
 
In terms of NOM removal, both types of SIAC had similar initial NOM removal 
capacities but the pristine SIAC had better removal over longer contact times (24 and 
72 hours: Figure 4-10). At pH 8.6 where the surfaces of both the pristine and the 
preconditioned SIAC are negatively charged, there is an electrostatic repulsion 
between the negatively charged NOM molecules and the SIAC surfaces.  
 
Figure 4-10: DOC uptake in real water by pristine or preconditioned SIAC. Initial 
DOC concentration:  1.6 mgC/L. 
 
Therefore, the non-electrostatic adsorption of organic matter can be attributed to two 
mechanisms: through the weak dispersion forces between the SIAC surface and less 
polar (humic) sites of NOM molecules and through hydrogen bonding between the 
hydrogen atoms on the SIAC surface and polar (non-humic) sites of NOM molecules 
(Newcombe 1999). 
 
4.5 Conclusions 
In this study, the impact of SIAC preconditioning on the bromide removal capacity 
and minimisation of silver leaching from a commercially available SIAC was 
investigated. Unlike previous research where the silver leaching properties of SIAC 
were not studied in detail,  our study focused on several factors determining the 
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practicalities of the use of SIAC for bromide removal, including the kinetics of 
bromide adsorption and, in particular, the leaching of silver from the SIAC into the 
treated water. It was found that preconditioning at pH above 10 decreased the release 
of Ag+ and immobilised silver halides by 40% and did not deteriorate the capacity of 
SIAC to remove bromide. Also, preconditioning in 1 mM of perchlorate solution at 
pH 8.2 significantly reduced the silver loss from 40% to about 16%. Comparing the 
initial silver coatings between both types of preconditioned SIAC revealed that SIAC 
treatment at high pH (10.4) was more beneficial to minimise loss of silver, while 
preconditioning in 1 mM perchlorate solution at pH 8.2did not lead to a significant 
reduction in silver leaching. Overall, the study indicated that the preconditioning of 
SIAC at high pH has good potential to alter the bromide and silver interaction from an 
unwanted aqueous phase precipitation reaction to a desirable chemisorption 
mechanism occurring on the surface of the SIAC. To achieve a better understanding 
of the practical implication of preconditioning on this type of SIAC, a natural water 
matrix was tested using both pristine SIAC and SIAC preconditioned at pH 10.4. 
Silver leaching and bromide removal using both pristine and preconditioned SIAC at 
pH 10.4 in the presence of dissolved chloride (Br‾/Cl‾ ratio of 1:300 by weight) and 
in a real water sample were determined. Our results revealed that the preconditioning 
greatly decreased the release of Ag in solution for real waters. Also chloride has the 
most interfering role, reducing the bromide removal efficiency as well as increasing 
the extent of silver leaching from the SIAC during the first three hours. Both pristine 
and preconditioned SIAC removed NOM as well as bromide, but the pristine SIAC 
had a slightly higher NOM removal capacity after contact times greater than 24 hours. 
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5.1 Abstract 
In this chapter, a further investigation into the impact of natural organic matter (NOM) 
on the bromide (Br‾) removal capacity of silver-impregnated activated carbon was 
conducted. For this purpose, a commercially available SIAC was used to evaluate the 
impact of various NOM extracts with different physiochemical characteristics (2.51 ≤ 
SUVA254 ≤ 5.16) on the extent of Br‾ removal. Similarly for all types of NOM 
extracts, increasing the SIAC dosage from 0.5 to 2 g/L significantly improved both 
the bromide and NOM removal, most likely due to the increase of available active 
sites on the SIAC that react with both bromide and NOM molecules.  All types of 
NOM extracts were shown to reduce bromide removal through SIAC, but a 
distinguishable difference in bromide removal was observed for the different NOM 
extracts. It was found that the chemical composition of NOM affected the extent of 
bromide removal, where sulphur–rich NOM more significantly decreased bromide 
removal efficiency so that the NOM removal is improved (i.e. NOM removal appeared 
to occur at the expense of bromide removal). Additionally, the coexistence of nitrogen-
rich NOM with high affinity towards Ag+ sites on SIAC resulted in the highest extent 
of silver leaching into solution. The findings obtained from NOM extracts were further 
supported by studies using small model compounds including glycine (nitrogen-rich), 
thioglycolic acid (sulphur–rich) and sodium propionate (control). The sulphur–
containing (thiol) organic model compound thioglycolic acid lowered the bromide 
removal efficiency from above 95 to 60%, which corresponded to the inactivation of 
SIAC adsorption sites by direct complexation of Ag+ with the thiol electron donating 
group. In contrast to the effect of thioglycolic acid, the coexistence of glycine did not 
significantly reduce the bromide removal capacity but the extent of silver leaching was 
increased due to the significantly lower solubility of silver bromide (5.2 × 10‒13) 
compared to that of silver-glycine (1.28 × 10 –7). Therefore, anion exchange of glycine 
for bromide is expected to occur. As a result, an alternative bromide removal pathway 
can be considered through glycine complexation of Ag+ followed by the bromide-
glycine anion exchange reaction. These observations suggest that in addition to the 
physical characteristics of NOM (molecular weight distribution), its chemical 
composition is also important in determining the extent of bromide removal and silver 
leaching of SIAC. 
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5.2 Introduction 
Potentially carcinogenic halogenated disinfection by-products (DBPs) are largely 
sourced from two main water constituents: a) naturally occurring bromide and natural 
organic matter (NOM) (Richardson et al. 1999; Singer 1999; Chang et al. 2001; 
Criquet et al. 2012; Tan et al. 2016). Given that the reactivity and toxicity of Br-DBPs 
are about three orders of magnitude higher than their chlorinated analogues (Plewa et 
al. 2002), significant efforts are being made to develop water treatment processes to 
remove NOM or minimise its reactivity with bromide to form brominated DBPs (Br-
DBPs). These processes include various oxidative pre-treatment strategies such as 
ozone (O3) (Buffle et al. 2006; Chiang et al. 2009; Hua et al. 2013), permanganate 
(MnO4‾)(Zhao et al. 2016), chlorine dioxide (ClO2)(Yang et al. 2013) and ferrate 
(Fe(VI))(Goodwill et al. 2015; Jiang et al. 2015, 2016, 2016). While many treatment 
processes have been applied for effective removal of NOM (Karanfil et al. 1999; 
Vilgé-Ritter et al. 1999; Chellam 2000; Miaomiao Zhang et al. 2003; Boyer et al. 
2008; Ding et al. 2008; Hyung et al. 2008; Ando et al. 2010), there is a limited number 
of methods for the selective removal of bromide from natural water sources (Watson 
et al. 2012). Among all of the treatments tested, silver-impregnated adsorbents have 
shown a versatile capacity for halide removal from aqueous solution and the 
consequent minimisation of formation of halogenated DBPs  (Hoskins et al. 2002; 
Sánchez-Polo et al. 2007; Gong et al. 2013; Polo et al. 2016; Watson et al. 2016; Chen 
et al. 2017). Thus, while these materials are promising for the removal of bromide, 
little is known about the impact of aquatic NOM on their efficiency.  
 
Depending on the chemistry of water samples and also the surface charge of silver-
incorporated adsorbents, the removal of various NOM fractions have been reported. 
Sánchez et al. (2007) have deduced two possible pathways for the interactions between 
NOM molecules and synthesised silver-impregnated carbon aerogels (Ag-doped 
aerogels): 1) blockage of carbon pores by adsorption of NOM and 2) inactivation of 
silver sites by scavenging either the Ag⁺ on the surface or dissolved in the solution 
(Sánchez-Polo et al. 2007). In another study, they analysed the behaviour of a silver-
doped polymeric cloth (Ag-cloth) in removal of bromide from a synthetic water matrix 
containing 5 mg/L tannic acid, as a model for dissolved organic matter (DOM) (Polo 
et al. 2016). Their results indicated that Ag-cloth has a significantly higher capacity to 
remove tannic acid molecules (156 mg/g) than bromide ions (0.88 mg/g), confirming 
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that the presence of organic matter reduced the capacity of the Ag-cloth to remove 
bromide. Gong et al. (2013) synthesised silver-loaded porous carbon spheres 
(SLPCSs) and evaluated their performance in removing traces of bromide from 
organic solutions (humic acid) (Gong et al. 2013). After addition of humic acid (HA) 
(4 mg/L), it was observed that the bromide removal efficiency significantly decreased 
from 95 to 21%. 
   
Watson et al. 2016  reported an excellent bromide removal by a commercially 
available silver impregnated activated carbon (SIAC) (Ag content = 0.1 (wt%)) in the 
presence of various concentrations of Suwannee river NOM isolate (1R101N)). The 
authors observed around 20% NOM removal by SIAC which was attributed to 
adsorption onto the activated carbon component and hydrophobic interactions: 
electrostatic interactions with the silver sites were thought to be negligible. However, 
given the high affinity of NOM molecules towards metallic (Ag0) and dissolved silver 
(Ag+) (Adegboyega et al. 2013; Dobias et al. 2013; Yang et al. 2014; Gunsolus et al. 
2015), it is essential to have a better understanding of NOM characteristics on bromide 
removal efficiency of SIAC in aquatic environments. 
  
Given that fulvic acids account for a greater proportion of dissolved organic matter 
than humic acids in natural water systems (McKnight et al. 1998), a series of NOM 
and fulvic acids containing various functional groups (Table 5-1) has been employed 
for this study: Suwannee River fulvic acid (SRFA), Suwannee River dissolved organic 
matter (SRDOM) and Pony Lake fulvic acid (PLFA). The bromide removal efficiency 
by a commercially available SIAC was examined in the presence of these NOM 
isolates. The effects of the chemical elemental composition of NOM as well as its 
aromaticity as shown by the SUVA254 value, on the efficiency of SIAC in removal of 
bromide were also studied. Based on the adsorbability of NOM isolates with different 
functionalities, three organic model compounds were chosen to further investigate the 
competitive effects of NOM isolates on SIAC performance. 
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5.3 Materials and Methods 
5.3.1 Chemicals, Reagents and Analytical Methods 
Silver nitrate (AgNO3 AR grade, ≥99.5%) was obtained from Rowe Scientific Pty Ltd. 
Sodium bromide (NaBr ReagentPlus®, ≥99%), potassium nitrate (KNO3 ACS 
reagent, ≥99.0%), glycine (C2H5NO2 reagent grade, 98%), thioglycolic acid 
(C2H4O2S ≥98%) and sodium propionate (C3H5NaO2 ≥99.0%) were all purchased 
from Sigma-Aldrich. All other reagents used including sodium chloride (NaCl), 
sodium hydroxide (NaOH), nitric acid (HNO3, 70%) and hydrochloric acid (HCl, 
34%) were supplied by Ajax Finechem Pty Ltd. These were of analytical reagent 
(AR) grade purity and were used without further purification. Ultrapure water 
produced by an ELGA water purification system (resistivity of 18.2 MΩ.cm) was used 
throughout this study for the preparation of reagents and solutions unless otherwise 
indicated.  
 
Norit AG grade silver impregnated, granular activated carbon with 18×40 mesh size 
(0.42-1.00 mm) and nominal silver content of 0.1wt% and total surface area (SBET) 
equal to 1050 m2/g was provided by Cabot Norit, Amersfoort, The Netherlands. 
FILTRASORB® 400 granular activated carbon (F400) with effective size of 0.55–0.75 
mm with no silver content was provided by Calgon Carbon Corporation, Pittsburgh, 
PA. The total silver concentrations in solutions were measured using a Varian Model 
SpectrAA 50 flame atomic absorption spectrophotometer (AAS) with a limit of 
detection (LOD) of 0.02 mg/L of Ag⁺. Operating conditions for silver analysis were 
as follows: air/acetylene flame with a flowrate of 1.5/3.5 L/min, spectral slit width 0.5 
nm, lamp current 4 mA and a wavelength of 328.1 nm were used throughout this study. 
The standard solutions were acquired via dilution of a stock solution of Ag+ (1000 
mg/L) prepared in HNO3 (5% v/v) using ultrapure water. Bromide concentration was 
measured in a single method using a Dionex ICS-90 ion chromatography system with 
a Dionex IonPac AS9-SC (4.0 mm × 250 mm) analytical column.  
 
Suwannee River fulvic acid (SRFA), Suwannee River dissolved organic matter 
(SRDOM) and Pony Lake fulvic acid (PLFA) were purchased from the International 
Humic Substances Society (IHSS). The details of the NOM samples are shown in 
Table 5-1. Each NOM stock solution (100 mgC/L) was prepared by dissolving the 
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NOM extract in ultrapure water, followed by filtration through 0.45 μm 
polyethersulfone syringe filters (Pall Life Science, Michigan, USA) and stored at 4 °C 
until extraction to prevent analyte degradation. NOM concentrations were measured 
using a total organic carbon (TOC) analyser connected to an auto-sampler (TOC-
LCSH/CSN Model, Shimadzu Co., Kyoto, Japan). Calibration of the TOC instrument 
was carried out using potassium hydrogen phthalate standards (1–5 mg/L). The 
correlation coefficients of the calibrations were > 0.99 at all times. The ultraviolet 
absorbance at 254 nm (UV254) of all samples was measured using a Cary 60 UV–Vis 
Spectrophotometer (Agilent Technologies, Australia) with a 1 cm quartz cell. The pH 
of the solution was measured using a Hach 40d pH meter equipped with PHC101 
electrode. 
 
5.3.2 Evaluation of Silver Concentration in Solution 
In order to evaluate the dissolved and precipitated silver concentration in the working 
solutions, the SIAC was first removed from the solution by filtering the solution (500 
mL) through grade 4 qualitative filter paper (pore size of 20~25 µm) followed by the 
addition of  6 mL concentrated HNO3 . The solution was vigorously stirred and heated 
until the volume was reduced to about 50 mL. The final solution was made up to 100 
mL with purified water in a volumetric flask prior to analysis using AAS. 
 
5.3.3 Batch Adsorption Studies 
Batch adsorption tests were carried out by adding dried SIAC samples (0.125, 0.25 
and 0.5 g) at each run to synthetic water samples (250 mL). A jar testing apparatus 
with 6 stirring places equipped with a temperature-controlled water bath was used for 
the isothermal kinetic and equilibrium studies at 30 ± 0.5 °C with stirring speed of 150 
rpm. In order to compare the ion uptake and leaching capacity of the SIAC for all 
experiments, the following correction factor was used: 
 
𝐶𝐶𝑒𝑒 = 𝑉𝑉𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚𝐴𝐴 (𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡,𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖)     (5.1) 
 
where Ce (mol/g) is the liquid-phase concentration per unit mass of SIAC, Ct,ins is the 
liquid-phase concentration read in mol/L, VL (L) is the total volume of solution and 
mA (g) represents the mass of SIAC. No buffer solution was used for the purpose of 
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pH adjustment so that interference by coexisting ions could be prevented. The pH 
values were adjusted by addition of NaOH (10 mM) or HNO3 (10 mM) and monitored 
during the experiments. 
 
5.4 Results and Discussion 
5.4.1 Reasons for Choosing NOM Extracts 
Contradictory results of NOM inhibitory effects on bromide removal capacity of 
silver-impregnated materials have been reported in the literature. In studies on Ag-
doped carbon aerogels Sánchez-Polo et al. 2007 observed a decrease in the bromide 
removal from surface waters containing 3.4 and 1.4 mgC/L of natural organic matter. 
This decrease in efficiency was attributed to blockage of pores within aerogels caused 
by the adsorption of the smaller NOM fractions (physisorption) as well as the direct 
complexation interaction of negatively charged NOM molecules with Ag+ in the 
vicinity of the SIAC surface. Both mechanisms for the removal of NOM by silver-
incorporated adsorbents is illustrated in Figure 5-1. Another group of researchers have 
reported a 21% increase in SRDOM (1R101N) removal using pristine Norit SIAC 
(0.1% Ag) while Br‾ removal was greater than 90% across the sample matrix (Watson 
et al. 2016).  The dominant mechanism for these observations was attributed to the 
adsorption of SRDOM onto the activated carbon component by hydrophobic 
interactions, while interactions with the silver sites appeared to be unimportant. These 
conflicting hypothesis were further investigated: the capacity of SIAC to remove 
bromide and NOM was evaluated in the presence of three NOM isolates, each with 
different chemical composition, spectral and molecular weight characteristics. 
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Figure 5-1: Schematic illustration of the proposed mechanisms for the interactions 
between SIAC and NOM 
 
PLFA was chosen for this study due to its significantly higher sulphur and nitrogen 
content compared to those of SRFA and SRDOM (Table 5-1). Such electron donating 
groups have been reported to have a high affinity for Ag+ and, therefore, a higher 
possibility of complexation reactions of Ag+ (chemisorbed on the SIAC) is expected 
(Yang et al. 2014; Gunsolus et al. 2015). Furthermore, PLFA was reported as having 
a weight-averaged molecular weight between 1200 and 1400 Da which is the smallest 
compared to SRFA and SRDOM (Brown et al. 2004). Therefore, PLFA is expected to 
physically adsorb within the smaller pores of SIAC to a greater extent (Newcombe 
1999). SRDOM, the next smallest NOM, has a higher nitrogen content compared to 
SRFA, but lower than that of PLFA and has quite a low sulphur content similar to the 
SRFA. SRDOM and SRFA have similar average molecular weights (Table5-1).  The 
SRFA has the highest value of SUVA254, which indicates that it contains a higher 
proportion of conjugated double bonds, including aromatic moieties. Some studies 
have reported that, due to its these electron-rich moieties, there would be strong non-
electrostatic attractions between the aromatic rings of the SRFA molecules and 
hydrophobic sites of SIAC (Kilduff et al. 1996; Newcombe 1999). 
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Table 5-1: Chemical properties of NOM isolates 
 
  
NOM isolate type Mw1 SUVA254 
C2 
O2 
(w/w)% 
N2 
(w/w)% 
S2 
(w/w)% (w/w)% Aromatic 
(%) 
Aliphatic 
(%) 
Pony Lake Fulvic Acid 
(PLFA) - 1R109F  1200 – 1400
3 2.51 52.47 12 61 31.38 6.51 3.03 
Suwannee River DOM 
(SRDOM) - 2R101N 2190
4 3.84 50.70 24 33 41.48 1.27 1.78 
Suwannee River Fulvic 
Acid (SRFA) - 2S101F 2310
4, 22905 5.16 52.34 23 27 42.98 0.67 0.46 
1 Weight averaged molecular weight (Louie et al. 2013)  
2 Elemental compositions of three NOM isolates obtained from the International Humic Substances Society (IHSS). The analyses were performed by 
Huffman Laboratories, Wheat Ridge, CO, USA; Isotopic analyses by Soil Biochemistry Laboratory, Dept. of Soil, Water, and Climate, University of 
Minnesota, St. Paul, MN, USA. 
3 Brown et al. (2004) (Brown et al. 2004) 
4 Chin et al. (1994) (Chin et al. 1994) 
5 O’Loughlin and Chin et al. (2004) (O’Loughlin et al. 2001) 
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5.4.2 Impact of NOM on the Extent of Bromide Removal by SIAC 
NOM was shown to decrease the capacity for bromide uptake by SIAC, with PLFA 
having the greatest effect on reduction of bromide removal and the effect being most 
pronounced at low SIAC doses. The effects of contact time and SIAC dosage were 
also determined to be important factors determining bromide removal (Figure 5-2).  
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Figure 5-2: Bromide uptake behaviour of SIAC in control sample (without the 
presence of organics) and in the presence of 1mgC/L of different NOM isolates at 
SIAC concentrations of (a) 0.5, (b) 1 and (c) 2 g/L. Initial bromide concentration: 
1mg/L (12.5 μM). 
 
The bromide removal process was found to be fast within 30 minutes after the jar test 
commenced, slowing over time until a steady state was achieved after 180 min. The 
kinetic data indicated that there was no significant change in equilibrium concentration 
after this time, up to 6 h. Therefore, the bromide residual concentrations are reported 
for the samples taken after 30, 60, 120 and 180 min. The capacity of SIAC for sorption 
of Br‾ by addition of NOM to the solution was assessed by conducting blank 
experiments with no NOM isolates presented in the solution. For all the solutions, the 
higher contact time resulted in a higher bromide uptake or a lower Br‾ residual in 
solution. Also, increasing the SIAC dosage from 0.5 to 2 g/L significantly improved 
the bromide removal process from the solution, presumably due to increasing the 
concentration of available silver sites on SIAC to react with bromide.  All types of 
NOM isolates showed interfering effects in terms of decreasing the bromide removal 
through SIAC. At the lowest SIAC dosage (0.5 g/L) the bromide residual was reduced 
by only 60% at 1 mgC/L PLFA while this amount was increased to above 90% in the 
absence of NOM isolates. The decrease in Br‾ uptake upon NOM addition can be 
attributed to the inactivation of silver sites caused by either electrostatic attraction of 
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NOM molecules to the SIAC surface or the detachment of Ag+ from SIAC because of 
direct bonding interactions to the electron donating groups of NOM molecules.  
 
5.4.3 Role of NOM Type on DOC Removal by SIAC 
Changes in NOM nature and chemical composition demonstrated distinguishable 
effects on bromide removal. Under the experimental conditions in this study, the 
presence of SRFA and SRDOM resulted in a lower bromide residual compared to that 
of PLFA. PLFA is rich in sites with higher affinity for Ag+ (due to high sulphur and 
nitrogen content) compared to those in SRFA and SRDOM which are largely 
carboxylic acids and phenols (Gunsolus et al. 2015).  
 
Studies on the effect of SIAC amounts on the extent of DOC removal showed that the 
extent of DOC removal by SIAC increased with increasing SIAC dosage, as would be 
expected (Figure 5-3a).  For example, a removal range of 20 – 50% using  2 g/L of 
SIAC was obtained compared to 0 – 10% at 0.5 g/L of SIAC, clearly attributable to 
increases in total surface area to adsorb NOM molecules (Pelekani et al. 1999; Li 
2003; Ding et al. 2008). The SRFA representing the highest SUVA254 value among 
other NOM isolates (Table 5-1) potentially would have the highest reactivity amongst 
other NOM isolates, however, our observations contradict this hypothesis. PLFA was 
the only NOM type that was removed even at the lowest SIAC dosage (0.5 g/L) by 
10%, where neither SRFA nor SRDOM were removed at this SIAC dose. Two 
scenarios can support the higher adsorption affinity of PLFA molecules towards 
SIAC: 1) lower molecular weight NOM fractions generally adsorb to a greater extent 
so that PLFA, which had with the lowest molecular weight distribution may have been 
adsorbed to a greater extent for this reason (Newcombe 1999; Li 2003). This 
hypothesis is in agreement with previous research (Newcombe 1997; Newcombe et 
al. 1997) given that the larger NOM molecules will slowly diffuse through activated 
carbon pores to reach sorption sites, where smaller NOM molecules reaching the 
sorption sites, may have already been adsorbed. However, the relatively higher 
polarity of smaller NOM molecules compared to larger ones may decrease their 
adsorption capacity on the hydrophobic activated carbon. Apart from charge 
distribution, the presence of various functional groups on the activated carbon surface 
can influence the adsorption properties of NOM molecules (Sakuma et al. 2015). 
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Therefore, another scenario can be related to the higher affinity of PLFA molecules 
towards available Ag+ sites on SIAC which are capable of attracting PLFA reactive 
sites towards SIAC. 
 
 
Figure 5-3: (a) Effect of NOM isolate types on DOC residual in bromide solution 
using 0.1, 1 and 2 g/L of SIAC, (b) DOC and SUVA254 removal efficiency using 2 
g/L of SIAC. Batch experiment of three hours; Initial bromide concentration: 1 mg/L 
(12.5 μM); Initial DOC concentration 1 mgC/L  
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The presence of the significantly higher sulphur and/or nitrogen functionalities in 
PLFA isolated NOM compared to SRDOM and PLFA (Table 5-1) may be attributable 
to the greater affinity of PLFA NOM onto SIAC. Our results suggested a greater DOC 
removal from PLFA containing solutions, presumably corresponded to high affinity 
of these reactive groups towards Ag+ available at the SIAC surface. For example, the 
nitrogen content of the PLFA NOM isolates, a possible indicator of amine ligand 
groups, was greater in PLFA (6.5% N) compared to SRFA (0.72% N). Likewise, 
PLFA contained greater sulphur content (3.0% S) compared to SRFA (0.44% S), and 
about 53−72% of the sulphur comprises reduced-S moieties (such as thiols) that were 
strong binding sites for silver (Manceau et al. 2012).  
  
Additionally, the SUVA254 and DOC removal efficiency of 2 g/L of SIAC for three 
different NOM extracts was separately depicted in Figure 5-3b. Unlike DOC, the 
average of SUVA254 removal values for all types of NOM extracts were found to be 
negative. This suggests that low SUVA (non-aromatic) content in NOM extracts was 
removed in preference to aromatic content for SRFA and SRDOM but not for PLFA. 
This may be because the UV absorbing material in PLFA is different to the UV-
absorbing material in SRFA and SRNOM.  This result would suggest that SIAC has 
low affinity for the adsorption of aromatic fractions of NOM molecules. Similar 
observations were found where lower NOM removal capacity was obtained for SRFA, 
with two times higher SUVA254 value (5.16) compared to that of PLFA with less 
aromatic properties (2.51). A recent study also showed that NOM molecules with low 
SUVA254 values and consequently higher hydrophilic fractions induced higher 
binding capacities and affinities for Ag+ compared to the corresponding hydrophobic 
NOM with higher degree of aromaticity (Yoo et al. 2016). It was also found that the 
increasing the aliphatic and hydrophilic properties can be related to the increasing of 
N/C ratio in NOM molecules (Cawley et al. 2013; Yoo et al. 2016) 
 
5.4.4 Role of NOM Type on the Extent of Silver Leaching 
The effect of NOM composition on the extent of silver leaching was investigated for 
constant initial concentrations of Br‾ (1 mg/L) and NOM isolates (1 mgC/L) at various 
SIAC doses (Figure 5-4a). Silver leaching results obtained from either blank (with no 
NOM isolates presented in the solution) or NOM containing experiments are shown 
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at relatively low dissolved silver values, with the maximum less than 1.5 μmol/g of 
Ag+; given that the total amount of silver on the SIAC was previously quantified to be 
12.9 μmol/g. However, in order to assess the interfering effects of NOM isolates, the 
dissolved silver values obtained at 2 g/L of SIAC were plotted separately in Figure 5-
4b.  
 
 
Figure 5-4: (a) Effect of NOM isolate types on silver leaching behaviour in bromide 
solution using 0.5, 1 and 2 g/L of SIAC, (b) at 2 g/L with different scales. Batch 
experiment of three hours; Initial bromide concentration: 1 mg/L (12.5 μM); Initial 
DOC concentration 1 mgC/L 
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The presence of SRFA induces the highest value of dissolved silver of 1.4 μmol/g, 
approximately two times higher, compared to that of blank solution. However, in the 
case of the PLFA and SRDOM an approximately 40% less impact on the extent of 
silver leaching was observed. These results are also in agreement with previous studies 
showing that changes in NOM composition may result in a distinguishable difference 
in Ag+ speciation as in free Ag+ or Ag–NOM (Yang et al. 2014; Gunsolus et al. 2015). 
 
To explain these observations, two types of Ag+ binding sites can be defined for the 
studied NOM isolates: weak–binding sites with minor effects on Ag+ binding to NOM 
which are mostly composed of oxygen-containing functional groups such as 
carboxylates and phenols, and strong binding sites with high affinity for Ag+ that are 
likely to consist of amine and thiol functional groups (Adegboyega et al. 2013; Yang 
et al. 2014; Gunsolus et al. 2015). At the pH of our experiments (an average pH of 7.5 
± 0.2) the SIAC surface is negatively charged, in a favourable condition to hold Ag+ 
on its surface. In the presence of NOM molecules, the complexation of Ag+ sites on 
the SIAC surface with variable NOM types is expected. However, the significant 
differences of NOM isolates in physical (e.g. average molecular weight, aromaticity) 
and chemical (e.g. Ag–coordinating functional groups) characteristics may explain our 
observations to a great extent. Since all types of NOM used in this study are chemically 
capable of complexation of Ag+, their chemical characteristics possibly would not 
explain differences in silver leaching data.  
 
At similar Ag/NOM ratio, a higher average molecular weight of SRFA (> 2200 Da) 
compared to that of PLFA (1200 – 1400 Da) could possibly initiate the attractive 
interaction of Ag+ from the SRFA molecules into the bulk solution (Liu and Hurt 
2010). In case of PLFA, the smaller average molecular weight than SRFA as well as 
the presence of thiol functional groups as the strongest binding sites for Ag+, protective 
coverage of SIAC through PLFA molecules and consequently a less silver dissolution 
is likely to occur. The latter is further supported by the DOC data in Figure 5-3a, 
indicating the lowest DOC residual values in presence PLFA at every SIAC 
concentration. 
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5.4.5 Performance Evaluation of SIAC using Sulphur- and Nitrogen-rich NOM 
Model Compounds 
Due to the complexity of NOM composition used in this study and the uncertainty 
associated with the molecular characteristics of the samples, identification of 
mechanisms to explain the influence of the different NOM types on bromide removal 
using SIAC was difficult. To overcome this issue, three simple organic model 
compounds with relatively low molecular weights and rich in sulphur or nitrogen were 
chosen as surrogates for the NOM isolates (Table 5-2). Glycine (G), is the simplest 
neutral amino acid with equal number of amino and carboxyl groups. It is often 
regarded as a nonpolar amino acid mainly due to the presence of C–H side chains with 
negligible dipole-dipole interactions (Shoeib et al. 2002). Thioglycolic acid (TGA) is 
an analogue of the glycine molecule where nitrogen is replaced by a sulphur atom. 
TGA was previously used by other researchers as a compound to represent NOM 
sourced from the degradation of organic detritus derived from algae and bacteria 
within a wetland environment (Aiken et al. 2003).  
 
Table 5-2: Physiochemical characteristics of NOM model compounds 
 
To determine the impact of N– and S–containing model compounds on DOC removal 
and the role of Ag+, equimolar sodium propionate (SP) solutions were prepared and 
used as the control sample. Both TGA and SP indicated significantly high adsorption 
towards SIAC with more than 90% of DOC removed (Figure 5-5). In the presence of 
1 ppm sodium bromide (NaBr), an enhanced adsorption of TGA and SP was observed 
which can be explained by the partial neutralization of electrostatic repulsion between 
the adsorbate and the adsorbent (Kilduff et al. 1996; Newcombe et al. 1997). 
Furthermore, due to the high affinity of sulphur towards the Ag+ sites on the surface 
Compound Structure Classification Binding Sites for Ag+ 
Thioglycolic acid 
(TGA) 
 
neutral, polar Carboxylic acid, Thiol 
Glycine (G) 
 
neutral, 
nonpolar 
Carboxylic acid, 
Amino acid 
Sodium propionate 
(SP) 
 
hydrophilic 
neutral Carboxylic acid 
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of SIAC, a slightly higher adsorption of TGA compared to SP is observed. However, 
in the case of glycine an insignificant adsorption towards SIAC was observed, where 
the obtained DOC removal was only about 5%. Glycine adsorption was significantly 
stronger on GAC than that on SIAC, where its DOC removal was increased to above 
40%. This increase can be attributed to the greater point of zero of charge of F400 
(pHPZC 9.6) than that of SIAC (pHPZC 8.1). At pH 7.5 ± 0.2 at which these experiments 
were carried out, GAC would become more positively charged in the solution to attract 
the glycine molecules from their negatively charged carboxylate side. Moreover, by 
switching from SIAC to F400-GAC, the adsorption of TGA was decreased from above 
95% down to about 70%. This would further suggest that the presence of Ag+ sites on 
SIAC plays a key role in a more adsorption of sulphur–containing TGA molecules 
from the solution.  
 
 
Figure 5-5: Effect of NOM model compounds on DOC removal efficiency in 
presence and the absence of 1 mg/L of bromide using SIAC and GAC F400 
 
These observations can be further supported based on the distinguishable solubility of 
Ag+ complexes corresponding to the various ligands used in this study. Since the SIAC 
was preconditioned at high pH prior to use, the deposition of AgOH complexes on the 
surface of SIAC is expected. The dissociation constant (Kd) for Ag+–G and Ag+–TGA 
complexes are calculated based on their stability constant (Kf) reported elsewhere so 
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that the Kd is an inverse value of Kf  (Smith et al. 1998). At the Ag+ /ligand ratio > 1, 
the Ag+–ligand complex formation reactions are proposed to proceed as follows: 
 
 𝐴𝐴𝐿𝐿+ + 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂− ⇄ 𝐴𝐴𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂   Ksp = 1.52 × 10 –8 (5.2) 
𝐴𝐴𝐿𝐿(𝐼𝐼)–𝐺𝐺 ⇄ 𝐴𝐴𝐿𝐿+ + 𝑂𝑂2𝑁𝑁– 𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂2–𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 Kd = 1.28 × 10 –7 (5.3) 
 𝐴𝐴𝐿𝐿(𝐼𝐼)–𝑇𝑇𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴 ⇄ 𝐴𝐴𝐿𝐿+ + 𝑆𝑆𝑂𝑂–𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂2–𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 Kd = 1.58 × 10 –15 (5.4) 
 
Due to the higher stability (lower solubility) of silver hydroxide at the surface of SIAC, 
the formation potential for the Ag-glycine complexes would be less possible, 
therefore, the adsorption of glycine on SIAC was observed to be very limited. Due to 
the significantly lower solubility of Ag–TGA compared to silver hydroxide (AgOH), 
strong binding of mercaptans (thiol groups) from TGA towards SIAC was observed. 
To further understand the adsorption properties of SIAC, bromide removal was also 
monitored at a lower molar ratio of model compounds to silver. Figure 5-6a shows a 
time dependant bromide residual in solution which initially contained 15 and 12.5 µM 
of model compounds and bromide, respectively. At each of the sampling intervals, it 
appeared that the presence of TGA had the highest inhibition on bromide uptake 
through SIAC. Under these conditions, glycine had a significantly lower interfering 
effect on the bromide removal properties of SIAC compared to that of TGA, where 
the bromide residual values decreased by 35%. Together with results showed in Figure 
5-2, it would be assumed that NOM molecules (and organic model compounds) 
containing the highest S/C ratio are potentially important in SIAC stability and its 
bromide removal performance. 
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Figure 5-6: Effect of different NOM model compounds on (a) bromide uptake and 
(b) silver leaching from 2 g/L of SIAC. I Batch experiment of three hours; Initial 
bromide concentration: 1 mg/L (12.5 μM); Initial NOM model compounds 
concentrations: 15 µM 
 
Silver leaching was also affected differently by the different functional groups on 
organic molecules (Figure 5-6b). The relative impact of the functionalities of NOM 
model compounds on the extent of silver leaching is qualitatively consistent with the 
silver leaching results obtained for the NOM isolates (Figure 5-4b). As a whole, the 
presence of organics rich in sulphur content reduced the extent of silver leaching from 
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SIAC. Along with the corresponding DOC removal obtained for the thioglycolic acid 
(Figure 5-5), it is suggested that due to the adsorption of dissolved organic molecules 
containing appreciable amounts of thiol functionalities in a great extent to SIAC, Ag+ 
sites would be covered and inactivated. As a result, the extent of silver leaching would 
be decreased while the DOC removal is enhanced. 
 
5.5 Conclusions 
Previous feasibility studies into the application of SIAC for halide removal reported 
on the apparently conflicting hypotheses regarding the interpretation of NOM effects 
on the bromide removal capacity of SIAC. This study suggested that interferences 
caused by the coexistence of NOM molecules cannot be fully attributed to the physical 
characteristics of NOM such as aromaticity (e.g. SUVA254). Our data suggested that 
the chemical composition of NOM plays an important role in determining the extent 
of bromide removal and silver leaching of SIAC. Due to significantly higher electron 
donating groups such as sulphur and nitrogen functionalities compared to other NOM 
extracts, a higher possibility of complexation reactions of Ag+ (chemisorbed on the 
SIAC) is expected. Furthermore, PLFA which has a weight-averaged molecular 
weight between 1200 and 1400 Da, the smallest compared to other NOM extracts, 
would have the greatest propensity to enter and to physically adsorb within to the 
smaller pores of SIAC. The findings obtained from NOM extracts were further 
supported by experiments using small model compounds including glycine (nitrogen-
rich), thioglycolic acid (sulphur–rich) and sodium propionate (blank). The presence of 
the sulphur–rich organic model compound, thioglycolic acid lowered the bromide 
removal efficiency from > 95 to 60%, corresponding to the inactivation of SIAC 
adsorption sites by direct complexation Ag+ with sulfhydryl electron donating groups. 
In contrast to thioglycolic acid, glycine did not significantly reduce the bromide 
removal capacity while the extent of silver leaching was increased, probably due to 
the significantly lower solubility of silver bromide (5.2 × 10‒13) compared to that of 
silver-glycine (1.28 × 10 –7). Therefore, the anion exchange of glycine for bromide is 
expected to occur. As a result, an alternative bromide removal pathway can be 
considered through glycine complexation dissolution of Ag+ followed by the bromide-
glycine anion exchange reaction. 
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The primary objective of this PhD study was to progress the development of an 
adsorption process utilising silver-impregnated activated carbon (SIAC) for the 
selective bromide removal from water. Adsorption using SIAC had been shown to be 
a promising option in previous studies and the fact that this technology is potentially 
retrofittable to conventional existing treatment plants makes it attractive.  
 
Three separate adsorption studies were applied for the qualitative assessment of the 
SIAC adsorbents. First, a feasibility study was carried out which confirmed previous 
studies that SIAC adsorbents are highly efficient in the removal of bromide at 
concentrations relevant to drinking source waters and that use of fresh GAC also 
appeared to remove appreciable concentrations of bromide. Additionally, several other 
factors that have not been considered in previous studies such as the kinetics of 
bromide adsorption and the leaching of silver from SIAC into the treated water, were 
also assessed. More than 66% removal of bromide was observed after the first 30 
minutes of the controlled experiment, where no other interfering species existed. 
However, after 180 minutes, the rate for the bromide removal slowed down, which 
could be attributable to the reduction of available adsorption sites. Langmuir and 
Freundlich isotherms were used to analyse bromide uptake data for a contact time of 
180 min. It was found that the bromide removal properties of the fresh SIAC can be 
predicted by the Freundlich model. However, for the second and third adsorption 
experiments using the same batch of SIAC, the Langmuir isotherm showed an 
improved fit for the bromide uptake data. This suggests that the sorption of Br‾ onto 
SIAC is likely to involve precipitation reactions between the Ag+ sites on the SIAC 
and Br‾ species in the solution. Assuming the multilayer adsorption theory (Freundlich 
theory), the AgBr precipitation reaction is likely to occur and will continue until all 
available silver has reacted. Superior bromide removal was achieved in pure water, in 
the absence of organic and inorganic interferences, but significant removal was still 
achieved for the SIAC treatment of a real water samples containing 0.155 and 3.37 
mg/L of initial bromide and DOC, respectively.  It was observed that the bromide and 
DOC removal efficiencies were both above 60% after 180 min of the contact. 
However, the SUVA254 value, which indicates the extent of aromaticity in DOC, was 
found to increase after this SIAC treatment. This suggests that the SIAC has a 
preferential affinity for the adsorption of non-aromatic fractions of NOM.  
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Unlike previous research where the silver leaching properties of SIAC were not 
studied in detail, our study focused on several factors determining the practicalities of 
the use of SIAC for bromide removal, including the kinetics of bromide adsorption 
and, in particular, the leaching of silver from the SIAC into the treated water. The 
SIAC showing the highest bromide removal efficiency was subjected to further studies 
on the impact of SIAC preconditioning on the bromide removal capacity and 
minimisation of silver leaching. It was found that preconditioning at pH above 10 
decreased the release of Ag+ and immobilised silver halides by 40% and that it did not 
deteriorate the capacity of SIAC to remove bromide. Also, preconditioning in 1 mM 
of perchlorate solution at pH 8.2 significantly reduced the silver loss from 40% to 
about 16%. Comparing the initial silver coatings between both types of preconditioned 
SIAC revealed that SIAC treatment at high pH (10.4) was more beneficial to minimise 
loss of silver, while preconditioning in mild alkaline solution (pH 8.2) did not lead to 
a significant reduction in silver leaching. Overall, the study indicated that the 
preconditioning of SIAC at high pH has high potential to alter the bromide and silver 
interaction from an unwanted aqueous phase precipitation reaction to a desirable 
chemisorption mechanism occurring on the surface of SIAC. To achieve a better 
understanding of the practical implications of preconditioning on this type of SIAC, a 
natural water matrix was tested using both pristine SIAC and SIAC preconditioned at 
pH 10.4. Silver leaching and bromide removal using both pristine and preconditioned 
SIAC at pH 10.4 in the presence of dissolved chloride (Br‾/Cl‾ ratio of 1:300 by 
weight) and in a real water sample were determined. It was shown that chloride has 
the most interfering role, reducing the bromide removal efficiency as well as the extent 
of silver leaching from the SIAC during the first three hours of the test. Both pristine 
and preconditioned SIAC removed NOM as well as bromide but the pristine SIAC 
had a slightly improved NOM removal capacity after contact times greater than 24 
hours. 
 
Previous studies of the application of SIAC for the bromide removal reported 
conflicting hypotheses regarding the interpretation of the effect of NOM on the 
bromide removal capacity of SIAC. This study suggested that interferences caused by 
the coexistence of NOM molecules cannot be fully attributed to characteristics such 
as aromaticity (e.g. SUVA254). Other NOM chemical compositional characteristics 
also affected the performance of SIAC in the removal of bromide, removal of organic 
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carbon and leaching of silver. Pony Lake fulvic acid (PLFA), the NOM extract with 
the highest concentrations of electron donating groups such as sulphur and nitrogen 
functionalities, was found to be the most interfering in terms of decreasing the 
adsorption of bromide onto the SIAC. Interaction between silver sites on the SIAC 
and sulphur and nitrogen containing groups in PLFA molecules was considered as the 
main reason for the reduced bromide removal. Additionally, the DOC removal results 
showed that PLFA molecules had been significantly adsorbed onto the SIAC. Since 
the PLFA was reported as having the lowest weight-average molecular compared to 
the other NOM extracts, it would be expected that these small molecules could be 
removed by inclusion into the pores within the SIAC. The findings obtained from 
studies using NOM extracts were further supported by studies with small model 
compounds including glycine (nitrogen-rich), thioglycolic acid (sulphur–rich) and 
sodium propionate (control). The presence of the sulphur–rich organic model 
compound, thioglycolic acid lowered the bromide removal efficiency from >95% to 
60%. This was probably due to the inactivation of SIAC adsorption sites by direct 
complexation of Ag+ with sulfhydryl electron donating groups. In contrast to 
thioglycolic acid, the presence of glycine did not significantly reduce the bromide 
removal capacity but glycine did increase the extent of silver leaching. This was most 
likely due to the significantly lower solubility of silver bromide (5.2 × 10‒13) compared 
to that of silver-glycine (1.28 × 10 –7). Therefore, anion exchange of glycine for 
bromide is expected to occur. As a result, an alternative bromide removal pathway can 
be considered through glycine complexation dissolution of Ag+ followed by the 
bromide-glycine anion exchange reaction. 
 
The outcomes of this research can be advantageous for the water industry in terms of 
reducing bromide-related problems, in terms of both aesthetic (tastes and odours and 
manganese-related discoloured water events) and health aspects. This technique for 
bromide removal will also have beneficial impacts in rural and remote locations in 
Australia, where marginal quality water supplies are used, which often contain 
elevated bromide levels. Minimisation of bromide will also lead to decreased 
formation of disinfection by-products and better control of disinfectant residuals, 
improving risk management for water utilities. Moreover, the results of this research 
suggest that additional future work to further understand the occurrence and 
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minimisation of DBPs after SIAC treatment strategies is required. Recommendations 
for further research are summarised below: 
 
Further research on SIAC treatment is required on the potential for regeneration and 
economic feasibility of using this treatment on a large scale, and the lifetime of the 
activated carbon beds before halide breakthrough is experienced. Use of kinetic and 
isotherm data from this study would help to develop and model an industrial scale 
adsorption system based on SIAC that is retrofittable and suitable for implementation 
within an existing conventional water treatment process. It is also important to test the 
performance of SIAC for the treatment of Australian source waters to develop 
understanding of the effects of the local water matrix on bromide adsorption by SIAC.  
In addition, previous studies have determined the performance of SIAC in minimising 
selected, mainly regulated, DBPs rather than for the full suite of halogenated organic 
compounds as measured by AOCl and AOBr measurements. Therefore, identifying 
the research gaps and improving understanding of how SIAC treatment can minimise 
the formation of total brominated-DBPs (AOBr) is also important in the development 
of this treatment process.  
 
Layered double hydroxides (LDHs) and natural zeolite have been shown to have a 
high capacity to adsorb anions through a combination of ion exchange and ion 
inclusion mechanisms. There exists a wide variety of natural zeolites across Australia 
and these materials could potentially be locally applied. A further advantage of LDHs 
and zeolites is their chemical and thermal stability either during the adsorption or 
regeneration point-of-use. LDHs and zeolites have not been thoroughly investigated 
for water treatment applications, and there are many unknowns concerning mass 
transfer processes during the adsorption of anions from the bulk solution. There is 
potential for further developments to be made through synthesis or modification of 
LDHs and zeolite e.g. through silver impregnation to achieve faster adsorption kinetics 
and greater sorption capacity.  
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